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Beers or Bathrooms?
Rathskeller Viewed Vnlikely' for 1975-76
by Steve Kayman
It is rather unlikely that the college will
install a beer-serving rathskeller as a
separate facility in Mather next year, Vice-
president Thomas A, Smith said in a
meeting with SGA representatives last
Friday.
Smith cited budgetary constraints as the
Rathskeller's primary obstacle. Informed
sources estimate the cost of tearing down
the bowling alley and putting in a
rathskeller to be in the neighborhood of
$50,000. •
 L
Smith's statement came in response to an
SGA proposal calling for the establishment
of a rathskeller in the room that is currently
used for the bowling alley. Under the SGA
plan, the rathskeller would be furnished as a
pub, sell beer for between 35 and 45 cents,
and be connected to the Cave. Associate
Dean of Student Services David Lee said
that he would hope to include nightly en-
tertainment in the rathskeller.
Although Smith referred to the rathskeller
as doubtful, he said that the College plans to
put mens' and womens' bathrooms in the
area where the Office of Student Services is
currently located, (next to the Front Desk).
Deans Mulqeen and Lee would then be
moved to what is now the Senate Room.
Smith also said that the Student Govern-
ment Office might be moved downstairs, in
order to use that space as a small meeting
room.
The cost of this change would be in the
neighborhood of $40,000, Smith said. The
reason the move is necessary, Smith ex-
plained, is to comply with building
regulations. When questioned, Smith ad-
mitted that building regulations have been
ignored for the past five years.
Smith mentioned that putting Student
Services upstairs would permit them to
work without being distracted as frequently
by students. Smith also stated that the lack
of a womens' bathroom on the first floor has
forced him, on more than one occasion, to
escort drunken 85 year-old women up or
down the stairs.
SGA President Gary Morgans termed the
bathroom proposal "absurd," calling it
"obviously wasteful and unnecessary in
view of the fact that the College is short of
funds." "Building bathrooms when the
students would clearly prefer a rathskeller
is an incredibly ridiculous idea," Morgans
said. "If the college can find the money to
build bathrooms and play games with
Student Services, they should certainly be
able to come up with an almost equal
amount to install a facility that would be as
heavily used as a rathskeller would be,"
Morgans added.
The SGA, at a meeting held last Thursday,
refused to accept the idea of waiting another
year for a rathskeller or merely adding beer
to an already crowded Cave. Instead, the
SGA plans to start a campaign aimed at
convincing the administration to implement
the SGA proposal for a rathskeller. The
campaign will begin with a petition drive to
be held on April 29 and 30.
Jim Essey, chairman of the SGA
Rathskeller Committee, said the inclusion of
a rathskeller "would be one of the few
positive steps the College has taken in
recent years towards enlivening student
social life." Essey urged all Trinity students
to show their support for a rathskeller by
signing the petition. "The administration
has been telling students what they want for
too long; let's speak for ourselves for a
change," Essey said.
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Energy
Costs
Increase
The following report was
prepared by President Lockwood
and his assistant, Thomas D. Lips.
It treats a subject of major im-
portance and increasing expense
at the College: the cost growth in
energy consumption.
A recent study of utility ex-
penditures, prepared by the
Treasurer's Office, analyzes the
enormous cost growth, the College
has experienced in fuel, water, and
electricity consumption. The eight-
year, comparative cost survey
confirms that a major reason for
recent budget increases is the
staggering rise in utility prices.
The analysis indicates, that total
utility expenditures have in-
creased from $221,303 in fiscal year
1970 to a conservatively budgeted
$626,200 for the current fiscal year,
a. 183 percent rise. Much of that
increase is attributable to fuel oils
Whose costs have risen from
$85,512 in FY 1970 to an estimated
$369,700 in FY 1975 - a dollar in-
crease of $284,188 and a percentage
increase of 332%. Less severe but
just as significant in their own
right are the cost growths for
electricity - 97 percent - and water
and gas - 38 percent.
Such increases are not due solely
to price growth but also to new
campus facilities" expanding the
College's demand for energy.
However, in recent years, ex-
pansion has been minimal and
consumption has been reduced
significantly. For example, over
*e past 18 months Trinity has
reduced energy use by an im-
pressive 20 percent.
Despite such reductions, costs of
consumption continue to rise, due
solely to growths in unit costs.
To date, the total cost of con-
sumption for FY 1975 is up over 63
Percent from the previous fiscal
year. Had the College failed to
achieve a sizeable reduction in
consumption, the increase would
have been far greater.
The future is, of course, un-
certain but one previously
proposed undertaking - President
word's suggested tariff on im-
ported oil - would pose a further
hardship is adopted. The projected
increase in Trinity's fuel cost from
the tariff would alone exceed its
total expenditure for FY 1970.
Trinity's experience almost
Pales in comparison to that of some
of its peers. For example, until six
years ago, Princeton University
used coal-burning equipment in its
heating plant. New Jersey,
however, adopted pollution control
standards which necessitated
Trinity Campaign Reaches
$5 Million Mark
Digging to the root of the matter: Trinity students confront
environmental issues on Earth Day. Photo by Al Moore
Princeton's costly conversion to
natural gas, with oil as a secondary
fuel. And now the State has notified
the University that it will not be
allocated any natural gas for the
next year and must rely solely on
oil.
Yale University will use less fuel
oil this fiscal year than it did in 1966
and less electricity than in 1969.
Nevertheless, Yale's expenditures
have increased from $2.4 million in
FY 1970 to $8.7 million in FY 1975.
The implementation of the import
tariff would cost Yale an additional
$1.7 million. In this sober light,
Trinity's problems do appear less
alarming - but no less burdensome
to the College.
The College has achieved a
measure of success in reducing
energy consumption. Lighting and
temperature levels have been
reduced and the efficiency of the
heating plant improved. For the
most part, the campus has become
energy-conscious, but awareness is
still not what it should be.
The message to the Trinity
community is clear. To limit any
future rise in College expenditures,
a concerted effort must be made to
further the reduction in energy
consumption.
Trinity College has passed the $5
million mark in its $12 million
capital campaign, according to
President Theodore D. Lockwood.
The campaign, announced in
January, will increase Trinity's
endowment for faculty and
academic program, scholarships,
the Library, and campus needs.
$2.5 million of the goal will be
used to construct an addition to the
Trinity College Library, which is in
need of new shelving and seating
space. The Library addition will
provide new and larger quarters
for The Watkinson Library, a free,
public research and reference
library which has been maintained
as part of the Trinity College '
Library since 1952.
Called "The Campaign for
Trinity Values," the capital fun-
draising effort is intended to built
on Trinity's existing strengths,
rather than to increase the size of
the College. According to
President Lockwood, "Our goal is
to sustain Trinity as a small
college of the highest-quality."
The campaign opened with
$4,165,025 in advance gifts and
pledges. Since the formal an-
nouncement on January 18, more
than $835,000 in new gifts and
pledges have come in, bringing the
total over the $5 million mark.
"The response to our Campaign
Manuel Speaks on Desegregation
by Jeff Dufresne
"South Boston's fight for school desegregation"
was the issue of a speech delivered by Mr, Sam
Manuel, • New York coordinator of the National
Student Coalition Against Racism, at a well-attended
lecture in McCook Auditorium, Wednesday April 23.
Manuel, who has been working for over six months
to build support for the "embattled" Boston Black
community in their struggle for school
desegregation, gave a detailed summary of the ef-
forts against racism in the city, flavored with his own
personal accounts of visiting Boston and riding the
busses with Black students being bussed to South
Boston, in September 1974 at the beginning of the
school year.
"The main issue at hand, is whether or not Blacks,
and by implicating other minorities, have the right to
attend any school of their choice, in the quest of an
equal education," Manuel maintained, as he
parallelled Boston's battle site of desegregation to
other previous racial offenses across the nation, such
as in Little Rock and Montgomery.
Manuel delineated the background of the
desegregation struggle in Boston with a historical
review of the Racial Imbalance Act, which was the
first' law passed of its kind in 1965 by the
Massachusetts legislature, designed to "eliminate
forthwith racial imbalance in the public schools."
According to Manuel, it charged that Massachusetts
was operating a dual school system; one for whites
and one for Blacks, and that upon passage of the law,
any school with more than 40 percent Black students
was unbalanced and therefore illegal. Although the
passage of the Racial Imbalance Act marked a
significant victory for the Black community, Manuel
noted that this fundamental issue is still under
dispute from the opposition of "racist" parents,
organizations such as the Home and School
Association, ROAR (Restore Our Alienated Rights),
and even a few members of the Boston School
Committee.
(Continued on page 3)
for Trinity Values has been most
gratifying," President Lockwood
said. "Individuals and cor-
porations have not only responded
generously to our capital cam-
paign, but also to our Annual
Giving Campaign, which we
conduct each year to help support
' our budgeted programs. So far this
year, contributions to Annual
Giving are some $6,000 ahead of
last year at this time, and we lodk
forward to the successful com-
pletion of our $500,000 Annual
Giving goal by June 30."
"Our nation requires the
presence of strong independent
colleges to educate those who will
be the leaders of tomorrow. Yet
across America today, in-
dependent colleges are in great
need of both capital gifts and an-
nual support to sustain themselves.
That is why our Campaign for
Trinity Values and other fun-
draising efforts at other colleges
are so important at this time,"
Lockwood said.
"Trinity's $12 million campaign
is a nationwide search for new
endowment funds," he continued.
"But in reporting our $5 million
milestone, I should give credit to
the people of Greater Hartford for
much of the success our campaign
has enjoyed so far."
"Hartford people have.con-
tributed dollars, and volunteer
service as campaign leaders and
workers. Our campaign received
strong editorial thrusts from local
news media, and I personally have
sensed a warm interest in both the
College and its campaign. Such
participation and support continue
the historic relationship between
'town and gown' which began with
the founding of the College here in
1823." he said.
The capital campaign is
currently in the major gifts phase,
in which gifts of $10,000 or more are
being actively solicited. Volunteer
leaders in this effort are William
R. Peelle '44, vice president, ad-
min i s t r a t i on , Arrow-Hart ,
chairman of the Major Gifts
Committee, and Stuart D. Watson,
chairman and chief executive
officer, Heublein, Inc., chairman
of the Business and Industry
Committee. The Major Gifts
Committee approaches individuals
and foundations for gifts, while the
Business and Industry Committee
solicits gifts from the business
community;
It is anticipated that general
solicitation of alumni, parents, and
other friends of Trinity for gifts
under $10,000 will begin next year.
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AIESEC Attends Regional Conference
by Jack Orrick
One of the least known student
organizations on campus, Trinity-
AIESEC, has been very busy with
activities this spring.
"AIESEC" is the anagram
derived from the French
equivelent for "The International
Association of Business and
Economics Students." As the name
implies, it is a world-wide
organization of students, though
not necessarily just economics
majors, that is responsible for the
exchange of student interns bet-
ween its member nations.
Besides soliciting companies in
the Hartford area for internships
during the fall and winter, Trinity-
AIESEC has participated in a
number of activities that have kept
us in touch with both student and
business communities. Trinity was
one of many AIESEC committees
from various colleges represented
at the Northeast Regional Con-
ference held at Wellesley College
the weekend of April 11th, The
weekend incorporated many in-
formative meetings as well as
parties.
Upon arrival Friday night, a two-
hour cocktail party enlivened the
spirits of everyone. Various parties
followed this, with several
AIESEC'ers reaching record
drinking rates. Recovery had to be
quick, for rising time Was before
9:00 on Sat. morning.
The greater portion of Saturday
was devoted to various topics of
discussion. Several members of
the National Committee, including
the National Committee president,
were on hand to lead these
discussions.
<
Focus was given to the efficient
operation of a local AIESEC
committee. Among the most in-
teresting discussions was one that
related the various internship
experiences of several AIESEC
members. With at least four
Trinity AIESEC members going
abroad on an internship this
summer, this was expecially
helpful.
Beantown was the place to be on
Saturday night. Good dining and
partying at Harvard and in the
local clubs made it a fine Saturday
night. Everyone got together on
Sunday morning to say their
farewells although most of us
didn't feel like leaving.
The regional was a great ex-
perience in many ways. Our
committee hopes to host the
regional in the fall, a worthwhile
endeavor for our growing mem-
bership. But the regional wasn't
the only diversion this past week. A
cocktail party for local
businessmen and a dinner and talk
open to the whole college com-
munity was held last week by
Trinity-AIESEC.
Although the attendance at this
affair was not what had been an-
ticipated, all who attended enjoyed
its informal nature and the op-
portunities it provided for com-
munication between students and
Hartford business men.
The cocktail party was held in
the Tower Suite of the Hartford
Group Insurance complex. This
Tues., April 22, Sydney E. Ahlstrom, of Yale University,
delivered the Michael P. Getlin Lecture in Religion. Ahlstrom
spoke on, "The Making of a Redeemer Nation. Puritanism and
Rationalism in the American National Faith: Reflections on the
History and Present State of a Dual Patriotic Heritage."
Established in memory of Captain Michael P. Getlin, '62, who
was killed in Vietnam, the lectureship is used to bring to Trinity
major contemporary theologians. p h o t o by Dan Kellman
Arrested Students on Their Own
by Diane Schwartz
Sat., April 19, two Trinity
students were involved in an
automobile accident in
Poughkeepsie, NY. and sub-
sequently arrested.
. The charges made against
James Gillespie, Major Capers,
and a high school student who
accompanied them were drunk
driving and a misdemeanor in-
volving drug possession. They
attempted to obtain bond from
Trinity.
Gillespie, Capers, and. Niel
Stratton refused to comment on the
incident. The TCB allegedly is
dissatisfied that the school did not
respond to its request for money.
As of Sun., April 27, there was no
news of whether a hearing had
been held in N.Y.
The vehicle that the students
were using was under the
authorization of the SAC. Or-
dinarily, the organization making
the request for the van 's use is
held responsible for it.
According to Peter Pieragostini,
standard policy was not followed in
this case. The arrangements were
not made in writing by the head of
the TCB, but rather were made by
Gillespie over the telephone.
Consequently, the SAC cannot
charge the TCB with the payment
of damages and repairs.
Trinity College no longer
ascribes to a policy of In Loco
Parentis. The statement in the
1974-5 Student Handbook reads, "A
student is expected to conduct his
life with ordinary prudence. . .For
misconduct off campus. . .the
College does not shield him from
the consequences of his actions."
This policy was authored by the
Trustees, in accordance with title
II of the College's charter. It was
instituted five years ago. Prior to
then, the school assumed a
parental attitude towards students,
the traditional In Loco Parentis
"role, Authority that was given by
the courts was used to supervise
students.
Vice-President Thomas A. Smith
said the school's interpretation of
the legal procedure was "made in
light of an expectation of behavior
on campus," and it is a "definition
, we have come to ourselves. , .as a
consequence of our experience
here."
The age of majority in Conn, is
18; it would be difficult for the
College to impose limitations and
restrictions on students now.
J, Ronald Spencer, Dean of
Students, said "We either treat
them as responsible adults or
children" in the legal sense. He
said that the return of the school to
its previous role would be "terribly
demeaning to students."
In accordance with the
statement in the Handbook, the
College intervenes in disruptions
that occur on campus. When a
student becomes involved in off-
campus misconduct, the school
will not intervene.
The College will not provide bail
. money or a lawyer, but may act in
an advisory capacity towards a
student seeking legal aid. When the
behavior is of a felonious nature,
Trinity may take action against the
wrongdoer. This may only involve
some aspect of the relationship
between the student and his
campus life. It may affect his
status in regard to the college, i.e.,
suspension or probation, or be the
impetus behind imposing
restrictions on his on-campus
behavior.
Spencer feels that the school's
current point of view is a "long
overdue response to the maturity
of college students." He hopes that
students are "aware of the policy,
and share the belief that it's
proper."
Spencer said many people
mistakenly regard Trinity as being
"autonomous and all-powerful."
He claimed it has no authority or
effectiveness other than on
campus.
Smith said students should
familiarize themselves with any
system of regulations that Trinity
follows.
room, affording a 360 degree view
of beautiful downtown Hartford,
twenty-two stories up added a
great deal of atmosphere to the
party where Trinity students and
faculty mingled with the invited
guests, trying to educate them
about the opportunities available,
through AIESEC.
Horizons in Business, a dinner
and panel discussion was held on
Wed., April 16 in Hamlin Hall.
Three guests from Connecticut
Mutual Life, representing widely
varying departments of the
company, gave an interesting
although slightly depressing view
of the alternatives facing a college
graduate in today's business
world.
A crowd of about fifty students
and faculty stayed to ask questions
of the panel, and those attending
witnessed a debate on the values of
a liberal arts degree such as the
one afforded by Trinity provides in
contemporary society.
If any of the aforementioned
activities sound appealing to you,
please look into joining AIESEC-
Trinity.
In discussions with educators
and businessmen alike, one of the
main qualifications for landing a
job these days seems to Be that of
having dealt with professional
people in the business world as well
aa getting a college degree. This
invaluable experience is provided
by the programs that AIESEC
engages in, and it enables you u
see Hartford on a different per-
spective than the one derived from
Trinity. Perhaps the biggest and
most exciting feature of AIESEC in
the internship program.
If living and working in any one
of sixty-four foreign countries
around the world holds some ap-
peal for you, check out AIESEC.
With the strength of the present
Local Committee plus hopefully an
upturn in the economy, Trinity
ought to be able to raise even more
than the four internships we got
this year, And this of course,
means that more Trinity students
will be going abroad next summer.
There will be a meeting for all
those interested in learning more
about AIESEC in early May.
In this year's Congress, held in
Vienna, Trinity had four students
matched for internships thanks to
the tremendous amount of work
done by the Local Committe'e this
year.
The four students and their
respective host countries are:
Mike O'Brien, Finland; Hal
Smullen, Rome, Italy; Mike
Gilman, Siena, Italy; and.Holly
Naka, Tokyo, Japan.
SAC Hears Appeals
The Student Activities Com-
mittee began its '75-'76 budget
appeals process last Friday by
hearing four of its twelve appeals.
According to the SAC handbook,
each organization is entitled to
appeal the Budget Committee's
recommendations to the SAC
should they feel they were not
allocated a workable budget.
The Young Republicans' request
for an allocation of $10 for phone
service was granted as this was
felt fair in size and nature. The
SGA was refused a miscellaneous
expenditure* fund of $80 as any
emergency funding should be
obtained directly from the con-
tingency fund. However, it was
granted $30 for anticipated
traveling expenses, and $15 for
Zeroxing charges.
The Student Government Of-
fice's request for capital im-
provement funding was denied as
at present the location of the SGO
is unknown.
Finally, La Vox Latina was
granted its request for a $25 lecture
refreshment fund, and $165 for an
art exhibit.
According to SAC Chairman Jim
Essey: "Even though this brings
next year's appropriation for La
Voz Latina way above this year's,
the SAC is basing its allocations on
the merit of each individual ac-
tivity suggested, not on the size of
the organization requesting the
budget. We feel that this is a very
worthwhile event for the entire
Trinity College Community and
therefore merits the additional
funding."
Appeals continue this week ana*
will be completed, it is hoped, by
Friday, '
The April 22nd issue of the
Tripod contained an editorial
proposing the formation of a
permanent bail fund "available to
Trinity students arrested outside
the College's jurisdiction."
According to James Essey,
chairman of the SAC, such an idea
was presented to the committee by
Eric Wright, His plan called for a
student organized and ad-
ministered bond fund.
Essey said the proposal would
have to be voted upon by the
student body in the form of a
referendum. He said the
realization of such a fund is
"slim."
The SAC is in charge of on-
campus student activities and
organizations, and "we don't see it
(the fund) as being either."
Essey noted the difficulties in-
volved in the institution of such a
program. These include the source
of the money, the collection of it,
the storing of it, and the possibility
of an accused person jumping bail.
'"We (the SAC) weren't sure
whether it would be a good thing to
do." He did not discount however
the likelihood of it becoming ac-
tualized, if there were strong
student desire and support.
Smith and Spencer said the
operation of a bail fund should be.
the responsibility of students, and
divorced from the College. Spencer
said he would be willing to con-
tribute money, "Not as the Dean of
Students, but as an individual."
WRTC Airs Rap Sessionsby Hillary R. Bercovici
WRTC, Trinity's radio station,
has been airing a series of
programs dealing with the
College's race relations.
The series called Interracial
Relations: Rap Sessions, is hosted
by Adrom Keaton, '75, station
manager.
Keaton said the series ", . .is
meant to bring all (hose attitudes
and ideas (on race relations) out of
the dorm bull sessions and into the
public arena provided by radio."
There have been two weeks of
Rap Sessions to date. The show has
aired at 6:30 p.m. Tues., Wed., and
Thurs.
Keaton said air time has been
hard to come by, but he has hopes
fnh,rSlmuar P ^ a m m i n g in the
future. He said at present he is
planning a telethon on race
relations for next Monday. The
major obstacle, among other
technical difficulties, to be over-
come, is that of time-delaying the
program for five or more seconds
in order to insure proper cen-
sorship of illegal commentary that
might come over the phone lines,
Keaton said, "This is a con-
troversial topic, and we'd just as
soon hang on to our station
license." The Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC)
would suspend the station's license
were there a violation of their
requirement that all shows in-
volving call-ins be delayed to allow
for the deletion of obscenities and
the like.
The function keaton hopes w
serve, is that of "The person who
just sets the problems out." Keaton
said he believes "The first step
toward the solution (of the
problems between races) is a
thorough understanding of the
problem, and that's what I hope to
contribute to."
Keaton said he sees people are
aware of the problem, but for the
most part, lacking a solid un-
derstanding of what is presently
occurring, "And this is one way to
get closer to the roots of what s
happening."
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Security Seizes 4 in Campus Crimes
by Michael Muto
Trinity security officials had a
busy week apprehending four
violators. Three juveniles were
seized while attempting thefts on
campus. In an incident which took
place in the library, an adult male
was captured and charged with
indecent exposure.
On April 15, at 9 p.m. a 15-year
old boy was apprehended on
Summit Street. He was sitting on
the front seat of a car and had
removed the radio from the dash..
Further investigation indicated
that this was the third car he had
burglarized that day.
On April 11, at 5:05 p.m. an
amplifier was reported missing
Manuel
(Continued from page 1)
Since the opening of schools last
September, the Boston School
Committee, City Council and other
organizations have campaigned
against the bussing efforts, and
have openly encouraged resistance
to the Garrity decision, just as they
had previously organized op-
position to the Massachusetts
Racial Imbalance Act. Manuel
explained that the Black students
currently involved in the busing
program come predominantly low-
income families in the Mission Hill
projects, in Columbia Point and
Roxbury, Mass. However, as a
result of the Boston School Com-
mittees recent placement of the
two most impoverished areas of
the city in the same program
(South Boston and Roxbury), the
"anticipated" racist resistance
and violence has eminated from
South Boston with attempts to
sabotage the busing plan, which
illustrates the Committee's hopes
that the desegregation program
will fail, he declared.
Manuel concluded his lecture
with a plea for student par-
ticipation in the national freedom
march on Boston, Saturday, May
17, which was called by Thomas
Atkins, President of the Boston
NAACP and is backed by the
National NAACP.
The College Affairs Committee
w l conduct a student survey on
What Facilities Should Be Located in Mather
Campus Center?
The survey w i be in student mailboxes on W e i , April 30
A h|h return rate is needed to accurately
represent student preferences
from the chapel. The amp was
positioned in the organ loft.
Security officials summized that
whoever removed the amp could
not safely have walked off campus
with it during the day. A sub-
sequent search revealed it had
been hidden in the bushes on the
north side of the chapel.
Assuming the thieves . would
return for their prize, the amp was
dusted for prints and an empty box
was put in its place. A stake out
lead to the early evening ap-
prehension of two juveniles who
crawled into the bushes after the
empty box. .
On April 15 at 10:45 p.m. in the
documents section of the library, a
white male, politely addressing a
Trinity coed with "Excuse me,"
proceeded to expose his penis. On
the 16 of April on the A floor, south
section of the library the same
incident reoccured.
While attempting to expose
himself a third time on the 17 of
April security, with the help of
Trinity students, restrained the
man and turned him over to
Hartford Police. He was charged
with breach of peace, criminal
trespassing and public indecency.
The male was identified as a
Central Connecticut student.
In view of these developments A.
A. Garafolo, director of security,
would like to emphasize a number
fif dangers made more prevelent
by the approach of Spring, "Bet-
ween now and commencement
there are statistically more thefts
than any other time of the year,"
he said, and "most thefts occur
because of unlocked doors and
unguarded possessions/'
Referendym
On Thursday April 24 Peter WoJk
presented the SGA with an appeal
concerning the conduct of the
recent referendum on "a proposal
to reorganize student govern-
ment." It was alledged that the
conduct was not fair and impartial
in nature, and violated the rules
that had been set for the running of
the referendum. While not
specifically accepting the validity
of these claims, the SGA agreedto
rerun the referendum, and accept'
the new results.
The results of the April 17-18
referendum presently stand, and
shall continue to do so unless
reversed by the students. The
referendum shall be conducted at
pre-registration, concurrent with,
the general student election.
The referendum shall require a|
two-thirds "yes" vote for passage,
with no minimum turnout.
If the referendum passes, the]
results of the May 1-2 election shall
stand, and those elected will take
office June 1, If the referendum
fails, action will be taken to comply
with the results. This shall likely
involve the election in October of
several more students to college
committees, eight students to a
Student Activities Committee, and
five students to a Mather Policy
Board.-Basically this would be a
return to the form of student
government in operation this year,
Another Referendum
Several years ago the Trinity
Student Senate established the
Senate Scholarship Fund, to be
funded by individual student
donation and from the Student
Activities Fund. The fund was to be
used to aid disadvantaged and/or
minority students.
The Student Executive Com-
mittee (now the SGA) conducted a
referendum two years ago to
determine if students were still
willing to contribute money from
the Student Activities Fund (SAF)
to the Scholarship Fund. The
referendum called for an annual
$15,000 contribution, $11,000 of
which would be used to build an
endowed fund, and $4,000 of which
would be used for current year
scholarships. The referendum was
passed.
One of the stipulations in the
referendum was that the entire
student body shall vote to continue
or discontinue contributions to the
Scholarship Fund every other
year. It shall be placed on the May
1-2 ballot.
If the referendum of 1973 is
reaffirmed, the fund shall continue
to grow towards the goal of
$100,000. When the fund reaches
this size, the contributions shall
stop.
If the referendum of 1973 is not
reaffirmed, contributions to the
scholarship fund shall stop, and
scholarships shall be generated
from the present fund.
Technical Change
This is to inform the student body
of a technical change in the student
election rules. The Tripod of April
22 stated that "Any full-time un-
dergraduate. . .is eligible to run for
any position. . ." This should be
changed to read "Any registered
undergraduate.. .is eligible to run
for any position. . ." This change
has been instituted because it was
pointed out by one potential can-
didate that a part-time student is
really no less a "student" than one
who is full-time. Further, the intent
is simply to exclude non-Trinity
students from running, and the
part-time provision does not
equitably accomplish this.
Any part-time student shall thus
be eligible to run in the Thursday
and Friday election. Any such
student who is interested should
bring a valid petition to the Student
Government Office 6 pm to 8 pm
this evening.
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Student Elections Held May 1-2 SI
Elections for eight-eight positions on sixteen college committees will be
conducted by the Student Government Association Thursday and Friday,
May 1-2, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at pre-registration in the Washington
Room. One hundred and thirty petitions were received for the positions,
all of which were accepted. The sample ballot appears below.
All candidates were invited to submit 100 word statements concerning
their candidacies, and these statements also appear below.
Also on the ballot will be two referendum questions. The first concerns
a two year continuation of the annual $15,000 contribution made from the
Student Activities Fund to the Student Scholarship Fund, established for
disadvantaged students. Students passed this in a 1973 referendum,
subject to bi-annual review by the student body.
Question two is a re-submission of the proposal to reorganize student
government, passed by the students two weeks ago. In response to
complaints of electoral irregularity in the conduct of the April 17-18 vote,
the SGA agreed to hold the referendum again. A two-thirds majority will
be required for passage, but the minimum turnout requirement has been
dropped.
It is the responsibility of every accepted petitioner to make sure that
(s)he is correctly listed on the sample ballot. If a mistake has been made,
the Elections Committee must be notified this evening from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Student Government Office.
Student Committees
Student Government Association
STEVE BATSON
I'll try to make this thing worth your while since you're wasting your
time reading most of the other statements. Communication is the crucial
question which confronts conscientious college students. I plan to open up
lines of communication so that I can relay your concerns to student
government. This program will be accomplished in the following fashion.
A 24-hour "hot-line" telephone number will be set up to notify interested
students of the next scheduled "Effort to Understand Student Govern-
ment Policies at Trinity, While Partying" meeting. Of course, the at-
mosphere of the meeting may be different than most-but it will still have
that traditional smoke-filled look. It will most assuredly give all a dif-
ferent perspective of the issues.
RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN
I am running for reelection to the Student Government Association. I
feel I have listened to the views of the student body with an attentive ear
and have acted with thoughtfulness and concern. I enjoy the duties of an
SGA member and would like to continue to do so. Please reelect me to the
SGA. Thank you.
GIL CHILDERS
Having been actively involved in student government for all of my two
years at Trinity, I feel I've gained some insight into student politics here
at Trin, I served on the SGA this year so I have a very good idea of how
that organization works and therefore could offer something along the
lines of experience as well as willingness to work. I think that I've proven
that I'll do the job: I hope you'll give me the opportunity to continue to do
so,
JOHN P. CLIFFORD
The purpose of a student government association is, in my opinion, to
provide an opportunity for the expression of student views and opinions.
To provide this opportunity, the members of a student government
association must be readily familiar with and interested in the pressing
issues on campus, I am interested in the general welfare of the student
body at Trinity College and if elected to the Trinity SGA, I will not only be
receptive to the views and opinions of students but will apply these views
to the formation of student government policies.
SHEILA DRISCOLL
• The aim of the SGA should be to see that student opinion is considered
in every important decision made at this college. For the two years I have
been on the SGA, I have primarily tried to do this by being an active
member of the Course Evaluation staff. I believe this document can be
used by the students to gain a strong influence in questions of faculty
reappointments and promotions--in other words, to control our education.
If elected to the SGA, I would continue to work on the course evaluation,
and assert student power in all other areas possible.
JEFF DUFRESNE • -
The recent reorganization of the student government marked the first
step toward addressing the need for a large and more centralized
representative body ,to settle disputes or decide appeals. What now
. remains is the obvious need for a responsible and well-informed mem-
bership to fill tfie posts of student government.
I am presenting myself as a candidate to the Student Government
Association with:the earnest intent of answering the needs for more ef-
fective representation. I ask for your support in the upcoming election.
Thank you. , ; '
 : - • , - • . • • • ; • . . „ • • • • • ' • • • . ' ; . • . • : ,
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Student Government-is it a farce"? Is it ineffectual? After being an
active member of the SGA this year* belongingto numerous committees
and .heading up my own, the Rathskeller Development Committee, I can
honestly say that' these questions should be-answered negatively, I've
seen our potential power, and next year, because of the new SGA
reorganization, this potential can finally be realized. However, to do so
we need interested members who are willing to work-not only by coming
to the meetings, but also by aiding in the leg work behind each proposal.
There's a golden opportunity in front of every Trinity student. I hope
you'll take advantage of it by electing people who want to work. Jim
Essey will work, and "that's a promise".
LISAHEILBRONN
Although I am interested in all the responsibilities of the S.G.A., my
primary interest in becoming a member is to continue my work on the
student course evaluation. I have worked on the course evaluation for two
years, and feel it is one of the most worthwhile functions of the student
government.
YUTAKAISHIZAKA
The changes which have been made in the organization of Student
Government for next year have given the SGA more responsibility and
should make it more responsive to student needs. However, this in-
creased responsiveness cannot be accomplished unless those on the SGA
are willing to work. Having been in Student Government for the past two
years and having been involved in making the changes for next year, I
have a vested interest in seeing that it works. If I am in the SGA next year
I will do all that I can to make it a better, more efficient body.
Ballots may be cast Thursday and Friday by all pre-registering un-
dergraduates. Students are entitled to vote for two-thirds to the closest
whole number of available positions for each office, except for the SGA,
where each person may cast no more than seven votes. Candidates
receiving the largest number of votes shall be declared winners ;i
however, victory as a write-in candidate shall also reqire a minimum of
fifteen votes.
Information on absentee ballots can be obtained through the Student
Government Office.
The Election Committee encourages campaigning for those who wish
to. No campaign for a ny candidate for any office may spend over $50 in its
activities.
The ballots will be counted throughout the weekend. Any disinterested
party (i.e., noncandidate) is encouraged to contact any member of the
Elections Committee to volunteer to assist. The ballots will be counted in
the Student Government Office, and the procedure is open to the public.
Results will be announced as soon as they become available, and will
appear in next week's Tripod.
The members of the Elections Committee are Gary Morgens, Chair-
person, Barbara Husum, Dave Lewis, Chris Max, and Bob Murenia. Any
problems or questions concerning the election should be directed to them.
Sample Ballot
Student Committees:
Student Government Association:
(Vote for 7; elect 27)
Leonard Alpert
Steve Batson
Bill Bond
Richard Chamberlain
Gil Childers
John P. Clifford
Peter Crosby
Matthew Dominski
Sheila Driscoll
Jeff Dufresne
James Essey
Howard Garrel
Robert A. Gibson
James Giltespie
Larry Golden
Stan Goldich
Maureen Healy
Patrick M. Heffernan
Lisa Heilbronn
Yutaka "Ishi" Ishizaka
Jason Jacobson
Gary Jones
Steven Kayman
Charles Kellner
Mark Kupferberg
K a t h y ^ a y e ' ' v • '•••' • • . . • • • : .•,'•
Nancy McDermott
Richard Meier
Thomas D. Melkus
Stephen L. Miller
William O'Brien
Angelette Oden
James 'OD" O'Donnell
Philip Osman
Cathy Pryor
Ed Rivkin
Mary Richardson
Susan Rodoon
Sarah Salter
John Shannon
Jenny Shearer
Andrew Terhune
Richard Tracbimowicz
Bowdy Train
Peter Wolk
Eric Wright
Mather Hall Board of Governors:
(Vote for 12; elect 18)
Steven Batson
Elpidio Caesar
Maria Del Pilar Cordova
Kenneth Feinswog
Mitch Gondelman
Larry Golden
Rick Meier •, •
Thomas D, Melkus
Jay Morgan
Angel Oden
Sarah Salter
Jenny Shearer
Eric Wright " \ ; : 'r '
John Wylie
Budget Committee:
(Vote for 8; elect 12)
Peter Crosby
Jim Essey
Howard Garrel
James Gillespie
Yutaka "Ishi" Ishizaka
George Jensen
Kathy Maye
Jeff Meltzer
Henry Merens
Sarah Salter
Jeanne Wilson
Faculty Committees:
Academic Affairs Committee:
(Vote for 2; elect 3)
Lisa Calesnick
Robert Gibson
Jim Gillespie
Wenda Harris
Lindsay Mann
Elsa C. Medina
Ed Rivkin
Paul Sachs
College Affairs Committee:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Lisa Calesnick
Reginald Gibson
Jay Gowell
Jeanne Wilson
Curriculum Committee:
(Vote for 2; elect 3)
Mark Baird
Marc, S. Blumenthal
Martha Cohen
Jim Essey.
Maureen Healy
Lisa Heilbronn
Nancy Hirschhorn
Charles Killner
Belinda "Lindy" Lewis
Jeff Meltzer
Philip Osman
Debbie Pava
Robin Pohl
Cliff Posman
Susan Rodnon
Tom Santopietro
Financial Affairs Committee:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Mathey Dominski
'\eila Droscoll
u^ rge Jensen
Peter Spielman
Trustee Committees:
Buildings and Grounds:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Gil Childers
Steve Kayman
Mark Kupferberg
Jeff Mandler
Capital Campaign Committee:
(Vote for 1 elect 1)
Steve Batson
Bill Bond
Reginald Gibson
Library Committee:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Reginald Gibson
Student Life Committee:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Sheila Driscoll
Rick Dubiel
Lindsay Mann
Alan Martin
Paul Sachs
Other Committees:
Athletic Advisory Committee:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Gil Childers
Richard Meier
Tom Melkus
Tom Santopietro
Richard Trachimowicz
Academic Dishonesty
Board of Appeals:
(Vote for 2; elect 3)
' Major Capers
Richard Trachimowicz
Board of Inquiry:
. (Vote for 1; elect 2)
Doug Fauser
Board of Reconsideration:
(Vote for 1; elect 2)
Tom Santopietro
Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group:
(Vote for 3; elect 5)
Matthew Dominski
Jeff Dufresne
Larry Golden
Stan Goldich
Steve Kayman
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Student Government Association (cont.)
JASON JACOBSON
I couldn't really think of anything to say that hasn't been said many
times before. Nothing that is said before an election means a thing unless
it is followed through afterwards and the important thing to realize is that
the entire student body is responsible for the success of the SGA as a
viable representative of the students. I believe that the student govern-
ment has to become more responsive to the needs of students. And this
doesn't mean only the largest and loudest groups. The student govern-
ment must work with every group at every level. Well, maybe this has
been said before, but we have to start somewhere.
STEVE KAYMAN
To date, Trinity's student government has been somewhat less than
effective. My first year here, I submitted a proposal that changed the
SEC to the SGA. This year, I authored a reorganization proposal, recently
passed by the student body, that I hope will enable the SGA to be a real
force in college governance. I'd like to help impliment my ideas, to help
made student government into more than just a "rap session," into a
body that truly works in the student interest - effectively.
MARK KUPFERBERG
The recent restructuring of student government gives the S.G.A. the
power to make general policy on behalf of the student body. Most im-
portant it will now have the ultimate.control of expenditures so that the
body can now implement what it previously just recommended. In my
two years of service on the S.E.C. - S.G.A. I was always frustrated by the
body's inability to act in achieving the goals set by the student body
because of its inability to carry out co-ordinated programs. I would bring
to- this new body my two years of experience as chairperson of the
S.G.A.'s food service sub-committee and my service this term as the
recently elected S.G.A. vice president. Please vote for me, Mark Kup-
ferberg for the S.G.A.
KATHY MAYE
It's pathetic, but you're apathetic. Vote for me and I'll set you free!
NANCY McDERMOTT
The SGA can be a very important aspect of college life. Its proper
functioning depends on the student body as well as the representatives.
After watching SGA operate this past year, I feel three interrelated
aspects of representative government were weak. Firstly, the
Association must strongly encourage student participation; this will lead
to greater student awareness, and consequently the representatives will
be more aware of students' interests and better serve the college com-
munity. Communication is a crucial aspect of student government, and it
is the obligation of the representatives to foster it.
I would appreciate your support, thank you.
STEPHEN L. MILLER
I'm running for the S.G.A. because I think that I have something to add
to student government at Trinity. Rather than speaking out just to hear
the sound of my own voice I consider an issue logically and thoughtfully
before voicing my opinion. I believe that this type of rational con-
sideration of issues, combined with my concern for the college's social
and academic wellbeing, will help me to be a successful member of the
S.G.A.
JAMES "OD" O'DONNELL
When I first came to Trinity, I knew very little about the Student
Government Association. Now, however, I feel that I know the inner
workings of government at Trinity and can use this Knowledge to get the
most accomplished. But my ability to accomplish will only be effective if
those I'm working for tell me how they feel. I've worked hard to solve
problems that people have told me about, but. I need to know more about
what other people think. Therefore, feel more than free to call me (249-
5981). With student's opinions to guide me I feel that I can use my ability
to do the best job for Trinity students. Reelect "OD."
WILLIAM O'BRIAN
My name is William O'Brien; I ran last January for the SGA. I don't
think I have to proclaim my qualifications to everybody; in the time I
have served with the Government Association, I have come to know and
enjoy working with a talented group of people, and I believe that those
with whom I have come into contact with during this time, have wit-
nessed my desire to serve the student body. I continue to be willing, in-
terested, and not timid to get involved. If you have any questions what-
soever on my campaign, past work, etc. please contact me at Box 826.
Thank you.
PHILIP H. OSMAN
My reason for running for a position on the Student Government
Association is my belief that the present student government and present
student involvement in Trinity College affairs has failed to be responsive
to the many different opinions that exist on the campus. I believe that the
present structure can be made more responsive to the needs and goals of
the entire student body. If elected, I pledge to keep an open mind and to
avoid the influence of the special interest groups that now seem to
dominate student input. Thank you.
EDWARDS. RIVKIN
There are several reasons why I wish to become a member of the
Student Government Association and the Academic Affairs Committee.
First, through participation in secondary school, I have found student
government to be an enjoyable and rewarding experience which I;would
like to continue at Trinity. Second, I want to improve communication
between the student body and S.G.A. and increase the latter'* respon-
siveness to student requests and desires. Thirdly, I will work towards an
increase in S.G.A.'s voice in student affairs. If there is a gulf between
what S.G.A. is and what the student body wants it to be, this should be
narrowed and eventually eliminated. I would like to work towards this
goal with your support and cooperation. Thank you.
SARAH SALTER « . « _ . . * . „ n~~
This past year, the SGA had to prove itseii to the Trinity CoHege
community. As the year began, one had a rather vague idea of its identity
among the other college committees. At this pom, the SGA _has
reorganized the entire committee structure and now will play a central
role on the college campus, , * i__. i««.«, T
As secretary of the SGA and representative from the freshman dass, I
took an active role in this transformation of the student government.1
only hope to be able to continue my participation in the newly organized
student government association.
• • . • • " . . . . . ' •'• • J O H N S H A N N O N ; . . > . \ ; . ; ' . . . . ' '
At election time last semester, I paid no attention to the candidate's
statements in the Tripod. Now that I am running, however, I feel that I
must come up with a statement of my own.
The Student Government Association is, as its name implies, by and for
the students. It represents the students and acts, presumably, in their
best interests. This is not as easy as it sounds. But, if elected, I shall do
my best to reconcile the two. More I cannot promise until I find out more
about the job.
JENNY SHEARER
After attending Trinity for one year, I have become aware of the
existing campus issues and have followed the positions that the Student
Government Association (S.G.A.) has taken. I feel that concurrent with
the recently passed referendum the S.G.A. has dormant potential. If
elected I would encourage the use of this potential to better serve the
student body. As your representative I would encourage all comments.
ANDREW TERHUNE
I am running for the sheer enjoyment I have in involving myself in such
an undertaking. I make no promise ether than to be involved, and have no
goals beyond being an effective representative.
Mather Hall Board of Governors
JENNY SHEARER ,
After one year at Trinity, I have often touna myself complaining about
the inequities of the Mather Hall Board of Governors (M.H.B.O.G.).
Instead of solely complaining I felt that it would be more profitable to run
for this position. I feel that there are an insufficient number of diverse
social and cultural activities that appeal to-the entire campus. I would
propose various types of marathons, trivia battles, and other types of
activities. If elected as your representative, I would welcome your
criticism, your recommendations, and your general comments.
JOHNWYLIE
Few can deny that the quality of the bands at Trinity dances and con-
certs, not to'mention the quality of most social and cultural events in
general, has been mediocre this year, to say the least.
There is an apathetic dissatisfaction on campus with most of Trinity's
social life.
This is completely understandable, but unnecessary. Trinity is
financially very well off; there's no law which says there can't be a good
social activities program here. With better allocation of funds and a few
innovations, MHBOG could do much to provide Trinity with an exciting
social activities program. If elected to MHBOG, I will work hard to help
bring the quality of Trinity's social activities up to a level that students
here have a right to expect.
Budget Committee
LISAHEILBRONN
I had originally planned to run for a Budget Committee slot within the
S.G.A, but since there are only 11 candidates for 12 slots on the re-
organized committee, I have decided to throw my hat into the ring as art
incumbent. I understand the running of the committee, and the duties
involved in being a member, and am prepared to do the best job possible
should I be re-elected.
YUTAKA ISHIZAKA
The Budget Committee next year will take over the responsibilities of
both the SAC and the Budget Committee of this year. It will take a lot of
commitment and work on the part of all those involved to run everything
efficiently. Having been secretary of the Budget Committee this past
year I am well acquainted with the various problems involved in such a
committee. I hope that I may be given the chance to contribute my effort
and what I have learned this past year in making the Budget Committee
work successfully in the year to come.
GEORGE JENSEN
Clearly, the Budget Committee has a difficult and important task. The
yearly distribution of the $110,000 Student Activities Fund is subject to
much controversy. Many campus organizations fail to plan the use of
their funds adequately and therefore resort to squandering their budget
on useless activities. In addition, some unauthorized expenditures by
campus organizations have occurred.
It is my opinion that only organizations that spend their funds on well-
planned and successful activities should continue to be funded.
Organizations guilty of poor-planning and unsuccessful activities should
not be refunded.
KATHY MAYE
The Budget Committee at Trinity holds a great deal of authority and
responsibility in controlling student funds. It is important that a sincere,
responsible person be elected to serve on this committee. Don't vote away
your money, vote for someone who cares!
. • •••• '• • - H E N R Y B . M E R E N S : . • • • : . - : - - 1 •,.-.'...• •
I have been working on the S.A.C. for a year now and would like to
continue working with student government. The reason I chose to run for
the Budget Committee is because during this year, I have found the
budgetary functions of the S.A.C. to be the most interesting and the area
in which I have put in the greatest amount of time.
It seems as if at Trinity, the majority of the students' monies i.e. the
student activities fund, is enjoyed by a minority of the students; I would
like to see that change. I am asking for your vote on May 1 or 2.
Faculty Committees
Academic Affairs Committee
. LISACALESNICK
I am interested in serving on the Academic Affairs Committee because
I am concerned with the methods by which aeaderriie procedures
regarding plagerism and academic dishonesty, withdrawals from the
College, grading standards and admissions are handled. I would like to
serve on the committee, because, in voicing my opinion on these issues, I
would hope to relay the sentiments of the student body at large. I feel that
I will be able to meet the qualifications expected of Committee members,
as I have served on similar committees in the past.
{continued on page 6)
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Academic Affairs Committee (cont,.)
WENDA HARRIS
I feel that my involvement in a number of different Trinity
organizations has given me a substantial background in the workings of
campus life. As a member of the Academic Affairs Committee I will
willingly contribute my time and experience to see that all students are
dealt with in a fair and just manner. I want to work for you, and therefore
appreciate your vote. Thank you.
PAUL R. SACHS
I am running for re-election to the Academic Affairs Committee in the
hope that I may continue to represent the student body on this faculty
committee. Since I began serving on the committee the largest part of its
time has been spent dealing with its report to the faculty on admissions
and, presently, on revising procedures for cases of academic dishonesty.
As regards the latter, I hope to ensure that all members of the college
community who come before the committee be given consideration by the
entire membership for first hearings and appeals.
College Affairs Committee
LISA CALESNICK
The College Affairs Committee is concerned with improving both
student affairs and student- faculty relations. I am interested in serving
oh this committee because I am concerned with student complaints
regarding campus life and am interested in working toward the
eradication of these grievances. I also feel that it is important to maintain
a good rapport between the faculty and students in the Trinity community
and would like to help in the continued facilitation of this goal. Although I
feel that student-faculty relations are strong here at Trinity, I would like
to see more student body and faculty members get involved in working
together.
• REGINALD GIBSON
I feel growing confidence in my ability to perceive circumstances af-
fecting the structure of social relations at Trinity and to predict either
negative or positive results. I can never and will never assume however
that each student's perspective and opinion is not equally valuable. Each
phase of the student experience at Trinity, is unique and I feel it is
presumptuous therefore to maintain that my perspectives are the only
proper ones or even that they represent the opinion of the majority. My
hope rather, is to be able to approach a wide range of the student body
and tap suggestions and work with them in order to create a more
meaningful environment for Trinity students, administration and
faculty. .
JAYGOWELL
There has been a great deal of waste and inadequacy in the design and
operation of many student facilities and services such as Housing,
Security, the Bookstore, and Mather Campus Center. Residential
problems go ignored, dogs urinate in the halls, parking spaces in safe
areas are impossible to find, and the rise of campus crime is dangerous
and intolerable. Furthermore, I believe that informal student-faculty
relations (as coolly inconsequential as they are now) which one expects to
find at a small college such as Trinity could be dramatically improved
and provide a significant input into student life and faculty awareness.
Curriculum Committee
MARC S. BLUMENTHAL
The type of questionnaire recently circulated by the student members
of the Curriculum Committee has long been necessary. It is imperative
that student members of such a Committee remain in touch with the
people they represent.
The Curriculum Committee establishes policy on subjects vital to all
those in attendance at Trinity. It is the purpose of this institution to im-
part a diversified educational program to its students.
I am certain that I will be able to contribute substantially to the
astute judgement of the Committee. I have the ideal motivation of three
years during which I hope to see important changes effected.
MARTHACOHEN
Through my dealings with the Curriculum Committee regarding a
student-taught course, I became aware of the failing of the committee to
take responsibility for the protection of students' rights. I feel that many
issues will come before the.. Curriculum Committee in the coming
year—concerning credits needed for graduation, establishment of new
departmental majors, and the validity of student-taught courses—which
need to be faced directly in order to benefit students rather than the
bureaucratic structure. The curriculum committee, in general, does try
to take students' feelings and ideas seriously, but it is up to us to strongly
and persistently let them know how we feel and what we want.
JIMESSEY
Let's face it, Trinity College's whole reason for being around is its
students. Without them, there would be no need for faculty, ad-
ministration, or even "custodial engineers." Therefore, why is it that we
have so little to say in regard to our curriculum?
If elected to the Curriculum Committee, I shall push for greater con-
sideration of student requests (i.e. lowering the graduation credit
requirement) and see that they are weighted as heavily as are faculty
and administration recommendations. After all, Trinity is here to benefit
us, and us alone.
If your pen develops a mind of its own and starts to circle Jim Essey on
the ballot, don't stop it-It may be doing just the right thing.
MAUREEN HEALY
On the Curriculum Committee, I would try to accurately represent
student opinion and to keep you informed of current issues (through the
Tripod or a newsletter).
Topics I feel need to fee- discussed include: changing graduation
requirements from 36 credits to 32 without additional-fees for a fifth
course; granting credit in areas such as communications, business and
community work; clarification of guidelines for, and encouragement of,
interdisciplinary majors; and, most importantly, the improvement of
existing courses through more student input. Perhaps a way can be
devised whereby students can participate in determining course syllabi
and periodically evaluate courses with professors throughout each
semester.
It's up to us to make our curriculum better!
LISA HEILBRONN
I feel that my work on the student course evaluation has given me a
good working knowledge of what students here at Trinity would like to see
changed or kept in the curriculum, and their opinions on many of the
issues brought before this committee. This committee has a great in-
fluence on the direction of the Trinity education, and I feel I have the
knowledge of student opinion necessary to represent the student body on
this committee and deal with the items handled by the committee.
NANCY HIRSCHHORN
The curriculum, as a primary aspect of a Trinity education, must be
responsive to our needs and desires as students. I see the need for in-
novation and expansion of our curricular options, and would work on the
Curriculum Committee to represent students' opinions of what those
options should be.
I believe that lowering the course requirements for graduation to 32
would enhance our educational experience by allowing more meaningful
involvement in all of our courses and by enabling personal enrichment
through greater participation in the cultural, social, political, and
athletic affairs of Trinity, and the Hartford Community.
Vote for innovation.
BELINDA "LINDY" LEWIS
I'm running for Curriculum Committees because I feel student input in
this area is essential, and can be influential. The decisions made by the
Curriculum Committee directly affects students on this campus and as
has been previously evidenced, students have had far too little to say on
any of these decisions. Students have been complaining about the amount
of credits necessary to graduate Trinity since I have been a student here,
and probably long before that. The fact still remains, however, that we
need 36 credits to graduate, too many to allow a student to get the
maximum benefits from his/her courses. If I am elected, I promise my
voice will be heard on this issue as well as the many others that are dealt
with on the Curriculum Committee.
JEFF MELTZER
In as large a field as this is, for what seems to be the most important
committee in this school's academic endeavors, how does one decide who
to vote for. A race like this should not be decided on popularity, but on
dependability and interest. I feel I am qualified for this position due to my
interest in the issues at hand, as well as my proven reliability in the past.
In being on other organizational committees, I have helped promote the
general welfare of those I have represented. This time will not be dif-
ferent.
PHILIP H.OSMAN
My reason for running for a position on the Curriculum Committee is
my belief that the present student government and present student in-
volvement in Trinity College affairs has failed to be responsive to the
many different opinions that exist on the campus. I believe that the
present structure can be made more responsive to the needs and goals of
the entire student body. If elected, I pledge to keep an open mind and to
avoid the influence of the special interest groups that now seem to
dominate student input. Thank you.
DEBBIE PAVA
I believe education is a process of sensitizing the mind to perceive
relationships between stimuli and to create meaningful syntheses based
on these relationships,
I feel that Trinity should adopt a 32 course graduation requirement;
shouldNOT impose any distribution requirements but should offer more
interdisciplinary courses; and should approve the Dance Major.
I'm a Religion Major, have taken courses in 16 disciplines, have
directed the Free University of Religious Studies (Rochester), and
worked with the Bloomfield School System. I'm committed to creative,
student-centered education at Trinity and will fight for it as a member of
the. Curriculum Committee. Thank you
ROBIN POHL
Education is the search for a framework; one which will create a
cohesive understanding of the world - inner and outer. The curriculum,
here, is the basis for this framework. It has the potential to develop
direction for students, as well as for the college as a whole. Through the
Curriculum Committe, I would like to be involved in the determination of
that direction.
CLIFF POSMAN
In light of the ever increasing costs of a Trinity education I advocate
more flexible degree requirements that would permit graduation in less
than 8 semesters. I propose lowering the credits needed for a degree to
32; giving non-science students lab credit for courses that demand an
inordinate amount of work outside of class; continuing credit for gym and
concert choir. I am against! the implementation of a core curriculum
because I think course selection should be subject only to departmental
regulations. I believe in maintaining the integrity of the major while
preserving the students' freedom of choice.
Financial Affairs Committee
SHEILA DRISCOLL
I am running for the Financial Affairs Committee (the committee that
reviews the College budget) because I believe this school has some
misplaced priorities. It seems to me that Trinity allocates too much
money to administrative functions (for instance, the Public Information
Office) and then cuts costs in the most vital area by hiring too few faculty
members.. Student power in this area is, of course, very limited, but I
would at least try to investigate the situation and bring any problems to
the attention of the student body.
Trust®® Cammitt®es
Buildings and Grounds
GIL CHILDERS
I served on the B and G Committee this year and found it.interesting.
There was a lot to learn and I feel that I have learned at least some of it. I
would like to continue to serve on this committee next year and feel my
experience on this committee could be valuable.
STEVE KAYMAN
Quite often, the administration seems unconcerned with, or unaware
of, student preferences when decisions are made to improve college
facilities. For instance, where was student input when the College
decided to only sen;i-expand Mather? And how is student opinion counted
now, when the College is planning to build bathrooms rather than a
Rathskeller? Students have been content for too long to sit. in the
background while important decisions are being made, to passively
accept administra'ive edicts as if they are Law. I'd like to change that.
J
i
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Educations Getting Your Money's Worth
Have you ever taken a course and felt you learned
nothing from it? Did you feel any anger or com-
punction (or resentment) that "worthless course"
just cost you $320.00 for the credit plus the price of
books? And, if that course was a waste of time and
money, whose fauk was it?Who is responsible for your
education? You or the college you are paying $5000. or
more per year in tuition? This is a perfectly valid and
important question to be asked, especially when
considering what a College education means to you and
exactly what its value is.
Why are you at college? Exactly what does your
tuition pay for? What are the College's responsibilities
or obligations in providing educational opportunities in
exchange for tuition? A legal case which raises these
and similar questions is now pending in the Con-
necticut Court of Common Pleas. A University of
Bridgeport student is suing her school on the grounds
that she learned nothing from a course on "Methods
and Materials in Teaching Basic Business Subjects."
She is also charging that the course didn't contain
material described in the course catalogue.
Ilene Ianniello, the student, hopes to recover $150.00
in tuition plus the costs of books and her legal fees. She
alleges that the only course requirement was a book
report, and that of the 14 students enrolled in the
course, all received A's. According to reports, the only
thing she did allegedly learn from the course was how
to operate an overhead projector.
Letters
Van request'
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
recent accident in which the SAC
van was demolished, Being in-
volved in Project R.I.P.
(Rehabilitation in Prisons) we
relied heavily upon the van for our
three weekly trips to Whiting
Forensic Institute in Middletown.
Our program is jeopardized by the
absence of the only school vehicle
which could be used by members of
the student body.
Now there is talk as to whether
or rot the van - which is officially
owned by the Trustees of the
College - should be replaced. A
decision will be made by the SAC
committee, Vice President Tom
Smith and the Treasurer's Office.
There is a fear that an accident
could again take place but this
time with an injured second party.
The possibility of a heavy in-
surance suit for which the school
would be liable is a consideration
which may prevent the
replacement of the van.
It is my belief that the ad-
vantages of operating the van far
outweigh the risks. The
availability of the van has in-
creased the possibilities for
community involvement which
seems to me to be an important
part of a college experience. Our
program in particular offers 24
Trinity students the possibility of
experiencing something outside of
campus life while it also has helped
the patients at Whiting to recognize
their own value and hopefully has
made easier their preparations for
life outside of the walls of the in-
stitution.
It seems to me that if there were
more caution used in the process of
authorizing drivers, then there
would be no reason why the van
should be misused. It does seem
most unfair that we and the people
at Whiting should suffer for the
irresponsibility of a few in-
dividuals.
I therefore urge you to write to
Vice President Smith and the SAC
Committee offering support and
convincing them of the necessity of
such a vehicle so that programs
such as ours may be assured
continuance.
Thank you,
. • Nancy M. Saigon
Trinity Coordinator
Project R.I.P.
'why involvement'
To the Editor:
I am a Black Trinity student, I
am not signing my name because I
do not wish to suffer the special
attention given to Black students
who do not agree with the policies
and actions.of TCB^ I do not believe
Tripod
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TCB should have become involved
in the SAC van and arrest issue as
an organization. It should have
simply involved the two students,
SAC and the New York state police.
However TCB involved itself by
saying that Dean Spencer and
Jibrell were negligent in the case.
TCB wanted the college to provide
bail for the students, I regard this
as just another case in which TCB
wanted special treatment for its
members. The college has clearly
stated that it is not responsible for
what students do off campus, and
even more clearly states that it will
not provide bail money. Somehow
TCB must have concluded that
Black students were not included
in that statement,
I do agree with TCB that Dean
Spencer acted, "very negligent in
the case". He should have found
out what the students were doing
with the van in Poughkeepsie N.Y.
when the alleged cultural event
waain Mt. HolyokeMass., and then
discovered why Vassar College
had no record of the event if the
event was actually there.
Further, I agree with TCB's
statement that they, "never ex-
pected authorities to give any due
assistance." I never expected it
either, but I was proved wrong in
this case. The college did give due
assistance - they provided none, in
accordance with its stated policies.
I also agree with the Tripods
appeal for an emergency bail fund.
But if being intoxicated, in
criminal possession of a controDed
substance, obstructing govern-
ment administration, and lying
about the use and/or destination of
the SAC van is to be considered,
"college-approved activities", I
think the college should take a long
serious, look at itself.
Name withheld upon request
"thanks
no thanks'
To the Editor: ,
We would like to begin this letter
by thanking the many people who
came to our aid in our recent en-
counter with the New York State
Police. The aid from the members
of T.C.B., La Vox Latina and
T.A.O. was greatly appreciated - it
was too more or less anticipated.
We felt sure of the support of the
Trinity minority student
population. To the Brothers and
Sisters we say once again
gracias/thanks. To the other
persons who helped us out we also
say thank you; without your aid we
would have been in an unhealthy
situation.
For" reasons beyond our control
at this time we are not going to
discuss what happened early on
Saturday morning, April 19th. We
will comment on a few things, the
first of which is the shaky style
displayed by you the Trinity Tripod
in your relating the events in this
incident.
First of all, if you bad contacted
the Black Student Union at Vassar
instead of whoever you called you
would have found out that there
definitely was a planned series of
Black cultural events at Vassar
that weekend. We have printed
copies of the planned program and
after this thing is over we w.ill show
them. We will not elaborate now.
Our only intention at this point is to
nullify your insinuation and tell
you, point blank, that your in-
formation was incorrect.
Secondly, you are not the New
York Times. We do not know your
source of motivation for calling the
New York State Police nor do we
care. We do not want to hear it, The
only thing of which we are aware is
that we have reasons to believe
that the establishment
representives that we contacted
would have never, ever guessed
that we would be fearless enough to
report that we had been brutalized.
People like them put a lot of faith in
force and violence and we /eel that
they thought us thoroughly in-
timidated. Again we'll have to stop
because we do not want to say too
much. We will just tell you that we
hold you responsible for probably
notifying them of something that
they would not have found out by
themselves and that we now expect
new "discoveries," "evidence,"
etc. etc, Thanks.
Once again, friends, brothers,
sisters,...thanks! Tripod, no thanks
Always,
James A. Gillespie
Major Capers
Editor's note:
The Tripod stands by its story.
'Utter'
To the Editor:
From a social point of view, that
of getting together with friends,
relaxing, and having a good time,
and especially raising money for
charity through the marathon
softball game and other activities,
Spring Weekend-was a relatively
good idea. However, from an
ecological point of view, the
weekend was a disaster. One need
only look at the quad and the lower
ballfields to see what I mean, both
places being strewn with litter and
garbage to make this campus look
like one big garbage dump.
I would like to state that not only
is this a befoulment of the en-
vironment, a health hazard, and a
violation of state litter laws, but it
does nothing, and in fact harms,
the image and reputation of Trinity
College, I find it hard to imagine
how guests of students and visitors
to the campus can be impressed
with the way things look around
here, and I especially wonder at
how prospective students feel.
After the weekend, the campus
looked like a giant pigsty, and I am
certainly not proud of that, nor do I
think that a majority of other
students are either.
Those who were responsible for
organizing this weekend and
creating each specific outside
event should be the ones that are
responsible for' cleaning up this
campus, I think that we really need
to reexamine our priorities, and
take a good look at how we can
organize future Spring Weekends,
taking econogical matters into
deep consideration.
Sincerely,
Scott A. Morris '77
'line'
To the Editor:
The Spring Weekend went
beautifully, I thought, except for
one thing - the long lines. Prac-
tically every activity was besieged
by long lines, including, earlier in
the week, the Room Selection and
Course Permission procedures.
And this does not even take into
account the normal crush at
Mather dining hall,
Granted that Friday night's jam
at the concert probably could not
be avoided, due to unforeseen
weather changes - But surely
Saturday's barbecue, at which
people were waiting an hour-and-a-
half for a hamburger, and
Saturday's Banquet dinner at
Mather, which was almost as bad,
could have been avoided.
Perhaps I should not be the one
to write this letter, since I know
little of the logistics behind these
activities. But from a laymen's
point of view, it doesn't seem right
that people should be skipping
these activities outright, because
they can't afford to spend their
entire morning waiting for a
hamburger. True, there may be
some great socializing while
waiting in a line, but what I think
these lines are really fostering is a
retreat from a slower pace of life
and a move toward a more hurried,
frenetic, "Hurry-up-or-we'U-be-in-
the-end-of-that-line" attitude, an
attitude which I feel is unfortunate.
Sincerely,
Louis Meyers '78
'appreciation'
To the Editor:
At this time I would like to thank
all of the students who helped out
MHBOG during the Spring
Weekend activities. The work and
time involved was immense, and
many students took on part of the
responsibility graciously. We hope
the events were fun and that
everyone got something from the
weekend - even if it was a splitting
headache. Giving and helping is
what it's all about, and the Board
appreciates those who gave some
time, I would personally like to say
thanks to Rick , Sokolov and
Stephen Miller who did much more
than their share. Let me say the
Board digs you for it too. Again our
thanks and that you enjoyed.
Yours,
PeterA.Mlndnlch
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"carried away"
To the Editor:
The SGA seems to have gotten a
bit carried away in their latest
course evaluation. Although the
evaluations are undeniably useful
to the students in deciding^ which
courses to choose, the SGA seems
to have lost their sense of
discretion in including some of the
comments.
It is really not necessary to get
quite so specific as, "rated the
worst course at the college fall
term." Let's not forget that
teachers are people too, and
criticism becomes destructive
after a certain point. The more
basic comments should be suf-
ficient in allowing students to
choose their courses.
The other main purpose of the
valuations is presumably to help
the teachers by providing direct
student feedback to make them
aware of -their "strengths and
weaknesses." The more specific
comments, particularly the very
negative ones, could serve this
purpose better by being sent
privately to the teacher than by
being publicized to the whole
college. We suggest that SGA use a
little more concern for people's
feelings when they put together
their next evaluation.
Sincerely,
Beth Ferro 75
David Mitchell'75
'undergraduate
evaluation'
Faculty and perhaps students
will be interested to learn that the
long-awaited computerized study
entitled "Evaluation of the Un-
dergraduates at Trinity College -
Sprang, 1975" has been completed
in time for pre-registration.
This study, conceived as a
complement to the booklet
evaluating courses, will enable
faculty to evaluate the students
seeking to register in those
courses. The computer will print
out the full academic record of any
student along with statistics and
interpretive comments.
Undergraduates were evaluated
so far as possible in accordance
with the regular questionnaire.
Faculty members were asked the
following questions:
1. How knowledgeable did the
student become about the subject?
2. How well did the student ex-
plain ideas andconcepts?
3. How concerned was the
student about the progress of
his/her classmates and of the class
as a whole?
4. Evaluate the student on the
following characteristics: (a)
open-minded about other
viewpoints and ways of thinking?
(b) usually well-prepared for
class?
5. Please grade the students on
his/her overall performance.
6. How interesting were the
student's comments in
discussions?
7. How informative were the
student's comments in
discussions?
8. How interesting was the
student's writing?
9. How informative and well-
written was the student's writing?
10. How hard did the student work
compared with other Trinity un-
dergraduates?
The questionnaire ends with the
following request: "In a few
words, please state what
characteristics of the student you
found most valuable or least
valuable. In what ways might this
student be improved? What
criticisms or compliments do you
have? Any other comments would
be welcome."
The Evaluation Office has
distributed sample comments:
Jeffrey P. ALLMAN - Professors
commented that this student was
boring. As one instructor put it,
"Allman seems struck dumb - in
both senses of the word." Although
^ m a y h a v e t a t h material,
he was unable to communicate his
knowledge. When he reads, his lips
move. He prefers multiple-choice
tests and does not encourage
discussions. One comment praised
his sense of humor.
Lyman N. BREWSTER -
Opinions on this student ranged
from fair to good. His comments in
discussions were sometimes
"fascinating" but often too
"picky."' Some professors
regretted his excessive concern for
grades. His writing is informative
but dry.
Susan D. HARDY - The com-
ments were overwhelmingly
negative. Hardy is not an inspiring
student. While she may mean well,
she is often tactless. She seldom
shows interest in the ideas of her
classmates or her teachers. She
does not attend class regularly and
fails to keep up with her reading.
As a result, she holds back the
class. She produces too many
trivial ideas, but has a good
knowledge of geography and dates.
Harriet T, RICE - The response
to this student was over-
whelmingly enthusiastic. Her
remarks were often "illu-
minating," and she sparked
discussions by responding with
interest and an open mind to the
ideas of others. In addition to her
obvious energy and intelligence,
professors praised her friendliness
and concern for others. "An ex-
tremely perceptive and^scholarly
person."
A representative of the
Evaluation Office commented on
the study and its uses. "This is not
an evaluation by a secret few," he
said, "but rather one which
reflects the attitudes and opinions
of a majority of Trinity faculty.
Faculty-produced and faculty-
financed, the evaluation expresses
the combined Trinity faculty
' opinion about the undergraduates
at the College.
"Many of the comment sum-
maries may seem harsh," he went
on. "This is primarily because
faculty grade on a very favorable
scale. For instance, a student rated
"fair" (C) in the grading is not an
average student but ranks among
the bottom 10% of the un-
dergraduates at Trinity.
"All undergraduate evaluation
records are open to examination by
any interested party. These are
public files, and students, faculty,
and administrators (as well as
parents, present and prospective
employers, and all federal agen-
cies) are encouraged to look at
them.
"The Evaluation Office hopes
that the data will provide the
Trinity faculty with an accurate
and helpful picture of the un-
dergraduates enrolled at Trinity
last semester. In addition, we hope
this evaluation will be of value to
the students in showing their
strengths and weaknesses. Finally,
we believe this evaluation should
be accepted by the students as a
useful instrument in reflecting
personal effectiveness, and as a
means of showing areas where
improvement could be beneficial."
The office is open twenty-four
hours a day seven days a week
except for Christmas Day.
DirkKuyk, Jr.
'preregistration
and evaluation'
To the Editor:
Next Thursday and Friday, at
pre-registration, the SGA will
again be asking students to fill out
course evaluation questionnaires.
There are two things that should be
explained about this SGA
evaluation.
First, if teachers or ad-
ministrators ever, ask to .see., the
original forms for a certain course,
the SGA will show the forms to
them. In this way, teachers can
check that our published results
are valid and they can gain more
specific information about what
students felt. So if a teacher knows
your handwriting, you may want to
print your comments, though this
is probably unnecessary.
Secondly, many of you have
already filled out evaluations in the
classroom and may be wondering
why we are repeating this process.
The classroom evaluations,
however, are administered by the
individual departments and are
never made public. Obviously, you
cannot use this information to
choose courses, nor is it available
as evidence if a talented faculty
member is denied reappointment.
The results of the SGA's course
evaluation are made public every,
semester in the form of a booklet,
so to students at least, it is a far
more valuable evaluation.
Therefore, when you do pre-
register, please take the time to fill
out an evaluation for each of your
courses, and to write some
thoughtful comments.
Sincerely
Sheila Driscoll,
Editor, SCA Course Evaluation
'rathskeller'
To the Editor:
The SGA Rathskeller
Development Committee has
worked. We've attended seminars,
interviewed local beer
distributors, and spoken to
numerous colleges in the area. We
then put all of this together in the
form of a- recommendation which
was approved by the entire SGA
membership. This was then taken
to Vice President Smith. Basically,
we are calling for a Rathskeller to
be established in Mather Hall
which would provide not only beer,
but nightly entertainment. Un-
fortunately, the college .has
decided that this is not one of its top
priorities, and therefore the
chances of a Rathskeller here next
year are slim, unless everyone
• a c t s . • • • . • • • . - . . ' • • • • " • : • • ' • • • • • . .
Acting under the assumption
that Trinity is here to benefit the
students, and that our requests
should be met, beginning today the
SGA will be conducting a petition
drive in Mather Hall. If you are in
favor of the idea of a new social
center on campus - and we sure
need one - all we are asking you to
do is sign the petition. The ad-
ministration may then think twice
before it ignores the requests of
1600 persons. United, we have
power. Let's use it. Sign the
petition and make your name
count.
JimEssey
, , Chairman, Rathskeller
Development Committee
'disgust'
To the Editor:
We are writing to express our
disgust with the manner in which
Pre-Registration is being con-
ducted this semester. It is in-
dicative of a very careless attitude
on the part of the Registrar's Of-
fice, which seeks to maximize its
own questionable convenience at
the expense of the students.
What has provoked this anger on
our parr is the distribution of Pre-
Registration materials, par-
ticularly permission slips, this past
Wednesday. It is unreasonable to
burden students with the respon-
sibility of rushing around with
permission slips before the housing
process is completed. The rooming
procedure is a complex one,
especially for uninitiated fresh-
men. It is of no value to compound
their confusion with such an unfair
Pre-Registration system.
Furthermore, it is absurd to
imagine that after having
examined the course booklet for
one evening the student would
know exactly what courses to take,
in order to race to the professors
offices with the permission slips.
As it stands now,, courses fill up so
quickly that students must plan far
in advance, precluding the
possibility of, as the Registrar
suggests, consulting with their
advisor to work out a program of
studies using the Courses of In-
struction.
The Registrar and his office, out
of sheer negligence, have created a
situation which can only be con-
sidered a disgrace! One which
could have been so easily remedied
by either distributing Pre-
Registration materials after the
housing process was completed, or
instructing the faculty and
students that no permission slips
were to be signed until the Monday
after the housing process has
ended.
We hope that, in the future,
Trinity students will not have to
endure such unnecessary
aggravation and frustrations.
Yours sincerely,
- Paul R. Sachs
Elaine I. Feldman
'purge'
To the Editor:
The latest course evaluation
booklet indicates that there are
certain teachers at Trinity College
who have failed to earn the respect
of their students because of their
attitudes, lack of teaching ability,
and so on. Strangely enough, for
the most part these are the same
people who received the low grades
and harshly critical comments last
year.
Perhaps these turkeys ought to
be given another chance. It's not
too late for them to change their
teaching styles. The only other
alternative, I suppose, is to get rid
of them - tenured or not.
Ben Thompson '78
. . . Statements
Buildings and Grounds (cont. from page 6)
MARK KUPFERBERG
In the two years that I have served on the S.E.C. and S.G.A. it has
become quite clear that the decisions that substantially affect the
facilities that greatly influence the quality of life at Trinity are made by
the Trustees. I have worked vigorously during the past two years as
Chairperson of the S.G.A.'s food service subcommittee to improve the
dining room facilities. Our committee has succeeded in getting Hamlin
Hall open for students at dinner and did much in pushing for the ex-
pansion of the dining hall and kitchen that will occur this summer. My
election to the Buildings and Grounds Committee will allow me to con-
tinue to serve your interests at the most important level in making
Trinity a more comfortable, safe, and enjoyable place.
JEFFRY MANDLER
Next year is an important one as far as Trinity development is con-
cerned. A strong student voice is needed on the B and G Committee to
protect the values of our school. Being on the SGA to keep in contact with
present developments, and employment as a landscaper during past
summers makes me feel qualified for this committee. If elected, I plan to
make student input a decisive factor in the, proposed Mather expansion,
try to prevent the erection of a parking lot behind Seabury, help increase
the foliage on both the Quad and in front of Mather, and use my position
as an outlet for student complaints to Band G.
Capital Campaign Committee
STEVE BATSON
The Capital Campaign Committee's responsibility is to oversee the
planning and implimentation of Trinity's current campaign for $12
million to strengthen faculty, scholarship, and the library. I plan, if
elected, to firmly voice what I feel to be the students' viewpoints. After
all, the college is primarily for the students, and their requests should be
given highest priority. The college has many fine options it may choose. I
would hope to influence other members of the committee in a manner that
would make them sympathetic and receptive to the students' needs and
desires.
Library Committee
USA HEILBRONN
As a lover of libraries in general, and an avoider of our own library in
particular, I feel that my addition to the Library Committee wouia
provide that committee with feedback from someone who is discontent
with the current running of the library, and help make the library a place
where those like me who currently go there only under duress would be
able to study in comfort, and with a minimum of irritation.
Student Life Committee
RICHARD M. DUBIEL
Have you ever heard of the Student Life Committee? Chances are.you
haven't until this time. This esoteric little Committee is so little known,
because it is presently suffering an existential crisis. The Student Lite
Committee is so vestigal, so pathetically impotent, that it does not ap-
proach the level of Becoming, never mind Being.
I refuse to lower myself to the mundane level of idle promises like other
candidates, but I do pledge my sincerest effort to raise the Student Lite
Committee to a position of greater prominence and effectiveness at
Trinity.
Other than that, I will be playing it by ear along with the best of 'em. My
only guideline will be to look after the welfare of Trin students. Thanks
for the space.
PAUL R.SACHS
The Student Life Committee has met once during the past school year.
At that meeting students discussed relevant issues with the trustees.
Specifically, race relations on campus, the condition of dormitories, the
athletic department, and Mather Hall were discussed. Having gotten to
• know several trustees at that meeting-I feel qualified to present student
opinions to them frankly at any future Student Life.Committee meetings.
Other Committees
Athletic Advisory Committee
GIL GUILDERS
I feel that I could represent a fairly large spectrum of views on this
committee, for while being an athlete I feel that I also understand and am
reasonably representative of a large number of students on campus.
.1
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the arts and criticism
First Impress ons of One-Act Rep.
' by Meri Adler
Sometimes I think that it is
wrong for plays to be previewed or
reviewed; I'd rather interview the
actors and ask them what a par-
ticular role made them feel and
interview the audience and ask
them how they responded to a
particular theater experience. And
sometimes, I wish that rather than
writing about a play I could jux-
tapose photographs of audience
reaction with photographs of ac-
tors' expression. Most of all, I want
to write 'Come and feel for your-
self; theater has to be experienced
first-hand; what I write about is
what affects me.'
Trinity Student Repertory,
previewed this past week and
presented a wide variety of theater
experiences, all interesting and
different, complementing rather
than competing with each other.
This is a preview article, and what
I will try to do is create an album of
my impressions of the Repertory's
premiere.
THE PROPHETS
Slawomir Mrozek's THE
PROPHETS, directed by Stephen
Botkin, is a political satire that
mocks man's need for one right
way in life and his refusal to accept
multiplicity. The burlesque
aspects of THE PROPHET,
identical prophets (Cathy Spera
and Liz Rodie) complete with
masks that resembled the grinning
faces of the Campbell Soup kids,
Joanne Zippel's Prima Donna,
singing opera while wearing only a
tight corset, Jim Furlong's
Gaspar, concentrating on Prima
Donna instead of being a wise man
and Peter Kiliani's simple Baliff,
sipping his tea and conversing with
the heads of his superiors, while his
world riots, are the strong points of
the production.
The weakness of the play is the
two-dimensionality . of its
characters. Furlong's Gaspar is
the only character that develops
during the course of the play. The
appeal of visual humor, rather
than storyline or theme, is the
main attention-holder. Prophets,
like other political satires, is in-
terested in being clever parody and
not in the recreation of real life nor
in the exploration of the different
levels of man's personality.
Considering the shortcomings of
this genre, Botkin and crew staged
an enjoyable show.
THE DUMB WAITER
Harold Pinter's THE DUMB
WAITER, directed by Eileen
Bristow, is a tightly written play
with well-developed characters.
Bristow's direction is exact with
much attention focused on detail.
While PROPHETS took place in a
larger-than-life world, DUMB
WAITER focuses on the
microcosm of a dark, basement
room in Birmingham, England and
the hired killers it houses. Actors
Scott Smith CGus) and John
Lebeaux (Ben) deliver fine per-
formances. Accents are well
handled, with just enough of
Birmingham in the voice to
establish place as well as social
class The facial expressions of
both actors are extremely ex-
pressive of the personalties they
portrayed. Smith's face reflects
the nervous nature of Gus, while
Lebeaux' face indicates the con-
trolled personality of Ben. The old
dumbwaiter, itself, with its
mysterious messages and cravings
for food, takes on an other wordly,
sinister personality. Bristow's
DUMB WAITER is a strong and
subtle production of Pinter^g play.
NUMINA
Remember last Wednesday? It
was a warm spring day. The
theater, was cool, and the audience
was in a good mood, as they were
directed to seats on stage or in the
first rows of the theater. NUMINA
seemed to me, that day, a
celebration experience. 1 felt a
closeness between members of the
audience, as well as a definite
company feeling among the actors.
NUMINA made me feeJ good. I
enjoyed sharing the rites and songs
of the tribe, and although it is billed
as a piece to be experienced rather
than understood, I think it is
because its component parts, birth,
death, and the desire for
ressurection, can be understood
that it is so easily experienced.
Vocal portions of the piece worked
well. Some of the movements,!
however were cluttered, as the
tribe ran from one side of the stage
to the other, and seemed forced
rather than free.
I am extremely impressed by
Kathy Falk's ability to compose a
NUMINA, to compose the songs
and music,-compile the poetry and
Peter Kiliani is the Bailiff in Mrozek's THE PROPHETS, directed by Stephen Botkin.
prayers of various primitive
societies, put it all together, give it
to actors and make it work.
Although it was not conventional, it
was not a piece that challenged the
audience or refused to explain
itself. When Kenneth King gave his
unconventional dance lecture, he
was really presenting a piece of
experiemental theater and the
audience left King's work/feeling
that King had pushed too hard and
presented a 'lecture' that they
could not relate to. Falk did not
push, she presented refreshing
theater and that was appreciated
and enjoyed.
CONFESSIONS OF A FEMALE
DISORDER
Susan Miller's CONFESSIONS
OF A FEMALE DISORDER,
directed by Ann Egbert was very
well received by a large audience.
The focus of the play is the
development of one particular
woman and her female-related
problems. The weaknesses of
CONFESSIONS grow out Of
weaknesses in its script. The script
of THE PROPHETS was weak,
because political satire and
development of interesting
characters rarely accompany one
ano the r . CONFESSIONS,
however, seems very much the
unpublished play; with certain
lines sounding very rough draft.
There are cheerleaders who are
not fully incorporated into the play,
and whether this is the fault of the
author or the director, the
cheerleaders should have either
been on stage all the time or not at
all. I lean towards their being on
stage continually and using
exagerrated behavior to coun-
teract the melodramatic ten-
dencies of the script without
hurting its message.
CONFESSIONS had too many
characters that were not
John Lebeaux (left) as Ben and Scott Smith (right) as Gus in Pinter's THE DUMB WAITER, directed by Eileen
developed. This is because
characters were used to make
points instead of to be characters
in a play. Many of the characters
had a floating quality; they floated
on stage, delivered their message
and floated into the wings. I felt
cheated. The quality of the acting
was good. Tucker Ewing (Ronnie)
reflected the confused nature of
her character. Susan Egbert
(Coop) was' effective and con-
vincing. But the characters were
allstereotypes. Wendy Wheeler was
a haunting neighbor, whose
neuroses deserved more than,
"Knock-knock. I'm your typical on
the brink of breakdown next door
neighbor. By the way can I have a
cup of coffee. Thanks, I have to go,
Bye,"; Chris Hanna played a very
funny sketch of a psychiatrist, Jim
Abrams was a typical kind but not
bright husband; there are catty
female cheerleaders and dumb
jock men. nagging wives, business
breathing husbands, a bitcn
mother and even Ewing's Ronnie is
a sterotype heroine, good to the
gut, forever right and sweet, the
Mary Worth of the modern age.
There is no doubt that the play is
interesting, but I still felt cheated
by Confessions because I wanted it
to be a polished, good play, as well
as having a worthy and relevant
theme.
THE INDIAN WANTS THE
BRONX
Israel Horovitz' THE INDIAN
WANTS THE BRONX, directed by
Peter Arnoff, was well wcrtn
waiting dinner for. Overall, it was
the strongest piece in the reper*
tory. Characters were well written,
Stephen Forsling (Gupta) gave a
sensitive performance as the East
Indian; his speech pattern, blank
facial expression, and movements,
all indicative of a foreigner .in
strange and uncomfortable
surroundings. Mitch Karlan
(Murph) and Greg Murphy (Joey)
are convincing in their relationship
with each other and with the In-
dian. The direction was tight and
the play was well-paced. A drum
solo on the garbage cans reflected
the emotional level of the boys;
while quiet, hestitant tones,
reflected the aloneness of the In-
dian. I was caught up in the tension
and the dynamism of the situation.
This is what I saw, felt, and
thought about. These are my first
impressions.
-
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The Trinity Pipes will present
the 15th annual "Buttondown
Sounds" this Friday, May 2, at 8:00
p.m, in the Washington Room. Also
appearing will be the Ebony Voices
of Trinity College, Trinity's first
gospel choir.
The Pipes date back to 1938,
when four men from St. Anthony
Hall formed a cappella quartet,
Over the years the group has
grown in size, and has added in-
strumental accompaniment. When
Trinity College became
coeducational in 1969, the Pipes
expanded to include women.
this year the Pipes' repertoire
includes songs by The Beach Boys,
America, Judy Collins, The Young
Rascals, and Cole Porter, as well
as traditional folk songs, in-
strumentation consists of acoustic
guitars, acoustic bass, banjo,
mandolin, flute, clarinet, and
piano.
The Ebony Voices was founded
THE EBONY VOICES: Front row (left to right): Maria
Segarra, Elsa Medina, Francine Washington, Lorraine
Raglin, Althea Leidy, Diane Harris, Back row (left to right):
Kenneth Tate (Director), Pilar Cordova, Jeanne Wilson,
Elizabeth Caraballo, Earl Gardner, Gwen Tucker, Gail
Stroy. Not shown: Robert Gibson, Fenton Lewis, Debra
Tyner.John Wesley.
Choir Offers Powerful
Evening of Music
by Ken Tate
Those who were present at the
Trinity College Concert Choir's
Spring Concert experienced an
evening of exceptionally fine
music. The sudden change in the
weather did not prevent the large
turnout, which included several
friends and alumni. Regretfully,
several of the college's ad-
ministrators who have rigorously
supported the choir's ventures in
the past were noticeably absent. It
is certain, however, that those who
came did not leave unsatisfied.
Within the three years under the
direction of Jonathan ReiUy, the
choir has greatly expanded its
repertory, proving itself quite
versatile in a variety of musical
forms. This performance was
perhaps the lengthiest and most
difficult ever given by the group.
The concert opened with an
antiphon by Anton Bruckner,
"Tota Pulchara est Maria", with
Mark Graves as tenor soloist.
While creating a serene at-
mosphere, the group suffered
minor pitch problems and did not
hit their usual stride until the
second number. "Lass Dich Nur
Nichts Nicht Dauren" by Johannes
Brahms has come to be a favorite
with the choir and has brought
them praise on both sides of the
Atlantic. This performance,
however, was one of the finest ever
given by the singers, who
demonstrated a strong sense of
text as well as musical line.
Several in the audience reported
UUUUIIU
last October by a group of twelve
Third World Trinity students
wanting to make some music, not
really knowing exactiy how far
their singing would take them.
Before long, they realized that
what they were creating was ex-
ceptional music worth sharing with
others.
After performing at a Christmas
dinner in Hamlin Hall, requests
came for them to sing elsewhere.
To date they have appeared at
other colleges, and have been
asked to sing on television. They
have recently been asked to sing at
the N.A.A.C.P. banquet in honor of
Roy Wilkens.
Posflucfes
THE TRINITY PIPES: Front row (left to right): Greg
Duffy, Jamie Tilghman (Director), Paul Galiette, James
Kirschner. Back row (left to right): Paul Locther, Stephen
Garner, Betsy Tyson, David Snyder, Kathy Koch, Joe
Kluger, Sarah Barrett, Andy Williams.
Eine KleineMcCradymusik
by Bruce Kinmonth
An audience of about 50 people
crowded themselves into AAC 104
last Wednesday night to hear a
Postlude of Mozart music given by
Andrea McCrady. Unlike most
Postludes, this one was not able to
take place in Garmany Hall due to
friction with the music department
in getting a second piano moved
into Garmany. There seemed to be
no problem in getting a piano on
stage or in Garmany in the past.
Miss McCrady displayed two
facets of her musical talent by
performing music for both piano
and voice (Miss McCrady is a
soprano, but I suppose billing
herself as "piano and soprano"
might have sounded a bit "cute").
Accompanied by her teacher,
Dr. Virginia Rittenhouse, Miss
McCrady opened the concert with
Mozart's Concerto for Piano in A.
Although the concerto is for piano
and orchestra, Miss McCrady had
to be accompanied by another
piano as Trinity's own orchestra
had not yet finished their European
concert tour and was unable to
return in time.
The concerto began in the usual
concerto fashion with an orchestral
exposition played by Dr. Rit-
tenhouse. I was somewhat
disappointed with Dr. Rit-
tenhouse's attention to tempo; it
seemed rather inconsistent. Right
on schedule Miss McCrady entered
with the solo piano part. It is at
times such as this when one fully
realizes why Mozart wrote the
accompaniment for chamber
orchestra. With a chamber or-
chestra, it is no problem
distinguishing the solo from the
accompaniment. However with
two pianos, the blend was so
perfect that it was often difficult to
tell one from the other. For-
tunately! was sitting where I could
see the soloists hands which made
things much easier,
The first movement was played
fairly well and Miss McCrady did
not seem overly nervous. The lyric
second movement wus done quite
well as the soloist showed her in-
terpretive skills and played most
expressively. The third movement
had a lot of fingerwork for the solo
part, and although an occasional
group of notes or an arpeggio was
missed, the movement held
together well and was a successful
conclusion to the first half of the
program.
After intermission Mice Mc-
Crady returned to sing Exultante,
Jubilate, K. 165. As you might
guess from the title, this was a
spirited piece with an abundance of
ornamental figures for the solo
voice. Miss McCrady had good
control of her voice up to about a G,
but higher notes were weaker and
occasionally out of tune. The piece
really, should be sung by a
coloratura soprano, and I'm not
sure Miss McCrady rightly fits into
that category.
The piece, despite its short-
comings in the upper ranges, was
enjoyed by the audience. Miss
McCrady claimed she went on the
theory that even if you sang a bad
note, as long as you smiled they
would love you anyway. As far as I
could tell, she was right.
I was somewhat disappointed to
note that none of the music faculty
was able to attend the per-
formance, although some were in
the building ten minutes prior to
the concert. Faculty members
from three other departments
were, however, able to attend.
There remain but two more
concerts of the year. Tonight
(Tuesday) there will be sacaphone
Postlude given by Robert
Paskowitz and accompanied by
Rochelle Homelson at 10pm in
Garmany Hall. Sunday night
violinists James Meng and Bruce
Kinmonth will perform "THE"
Bach Double Violin Concerto at 8
pm in Garmany Hall.
Photo by Margie Johnson
being greatly moved by this piece
in particular.
The next offering was the
lengthy but beautiful motet "Jesu
Meine Freude" by J. S. Bach. It
was, in a word, superb. What was
most, appealing was the sense of •
continuity throughout the piece
and the near-flawless blend that
the singers achieved. In past
seasons the choir has been plagued
by an overabundance of soprano
sounds and an undercut of tenor
sound. It is obvious that Mr. ReiUy
has spent much time in developing
the voices within the sections and
getting them to balance evenly.
The silvery tones from the soprano
and alto ranks, in the third section
of the work, were excruciatingly
beautiful. The group also
demonstrated a respectable ability
to pull off the rapid passages
without rushing or getting tangled
up in the heavy coloratura. Celloist
Janet Cochran and organist Alan
Taylor provided firm backing for .
the singers.
Mark Graves returned as soloist
in Aaron Copland's tuneful "The
Promise of Living','. Pianists
Rochelle Homelson and Amelia
Goodman provided virtuoso
playing beneath the enthusiastic
sounds of the choir.
The main attraction of the
evening was the powerful and very
difficult "Symphony of Psalms" by
Igor Stravinsky. Members of the
Hartford Symphony joined Trinity
College instrumentalists to make
an exceptionally fine orchestra.
JV3QWSE
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HOLDIN' DE
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The winds in particular were good.
The choir conveyed intensity and,
in spite of one missed cue, sang
with precision. Although the
singers gave their most, they were
occasionally swept up by the or-
chestral tide This was especially
true of the basses, who were
putting forth a good, uniformed
sound. The choir was awarded with
a hearty and well-deserved ap-
plause. This was, indeed, a concert
well worth seeing.
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Poetry Heading
Thomas Kinsella Creating With a Psychic Knife
by George Roberts and
• Ti Maun Southworth
Last Tuesday night Thomas
Kinsella, a forty-seven year old
Irish poet, read to a small audience
in Wean Lounge. Most of the works
were as yet unpublished, drawn
from a forthcoming book titled A
Technical Supplement. Because
these newer poems are a look into
the technical apparatus of his work
to this point he set them up with old
poems written when he was a
junior civil servant living on
Bagget Street in Dublin I was
unable to catch the "many voices"
of poets that influenced him,
though he felt it necessary to offer
the excuse of being young and
borrowing the forms that were
around him at the time.
"Bagget Street Deserter" was
the firsthand for me set the tone of
the evening, which I hope to make
clear in a while. It was a nostalgic
poem written about the thoughts at
the end of the day, the last
cigarette smoked looking out over
the roofs of Dublin. The thoughts
and feelings were immeidate and
believed, but the crafted nature of
the poem, the strict meter and
rhyme, seemed superficial and did
not complement the content. The
poem was introspective and
personal yet very conscious of
attempting to communicate the
conflicts between the ideals and
actualities of a bohemian life.
"Cover Her Face" was another
very conscious attempt to com-
municate a personal experience. A
young woman's death touched the
poet, but in attempting to remove
himself from the situation to write,
he lost emotional contact with the
death. The poem was in part an
attempt to understand this cold-
ness brought on by the writing, and
in part an attempt to get behind the
uncaring surface to the emotions
that lay behind it. The final poem
in this opening section, "Mirror in
February", was an intentional
transition piece written at the end
of his youth, and read to close his
early poems leading to the more
recent works. It sums up, in a way,
the feelings of desertion that he
expressed in "Bagget Street
Deserter". He has lived through
the low-life of bohemianism, and at
about thirty years is settling down
to his life with a quiet resignation:
. . . Now plainly in the mirror of my
soul
I read that I have looked my last on
youth
Kathryn Wood, campus
counselor (or students in.
tereited in Christian Science,
welcomes calls lor assistance,
H M i n . Next campus visit
May 1st, Library, 5:30-7 p.m.
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And little more; for they are not
made old
That reach the age of Christ.
. . . In slow distaste
I fold my towel with what grace I
can,
Not young and not renewable, but
man.
Here the aging process is shrugged
off. Thirty-three is not old, yet is
well entrenched in manhood.
The recognition of this turn from
Bagget Street was expressed but
Mr. Kinsella in "Deserter," whew
he said, " . . . looking backward all
is lost..." So I was confused, then,
Photo by Dan Kelman
when he read two selections from
Nightwalker and Other Poems that
he described as " . . . diving into the
psyche to see what will emerge,"
He dove all the way back to some
extremely vivid childhood
memories, specifically, in "Tear,"
the death of his grandmother. This
was a beautiful poem, I could not
begin to remember its form since
the vividness of the imagery
transported me bodily to the side of
a child in awe and fear of his
grandmothers death bed. The old
woman in her black aprons was at
once repulsive, feared, and loved,
and the whole spectacle of a
Catholic death vigil was con-
founding the child in the presence
of death's fearful majesty revealed
in his grandmother's face and
mirrored in childish tears. The
coldness of "Cover Her Face" had
been utterly overcome by his at-
tempt to immerse his being into
that of his childhood and become
involved with the emotions of death
instead of trying to write from an
objectively removed position.
Mr. Kinsella then excused these
early poems as having been, ". . .
read in deference to the forms I
can no longer believe in," but in-
stead of leaving them he went
deeper into the psychological
forms that exist behind his writing.
His grandfather was a cobbler, he
explained, and worked with knives
cutting leather. The knife and all
its possibilities became obsessive
to him. and the following poetry
had the power that comes from an
obsession being played out on
paper. Now the leather was alive
and the knife was slowly slitting
warm tight flesh, cutting deeper,
and the bravery of the surgeon
(murderer) as he firmly pressed
the point was praised, until,
triumphant, the knife, "stands
upright by itself with borrowed
life." Now knives as, "uprights
into the psychic wells," became
equated with pens, and fiddle
bows, and the whole act of creation
was violent. As Mr. Kinsella turned
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the pages I noticed that some of the
poems were still hand written.
There could have been no time to
transpose them. They were urgent,
and each poem lead to the next
with little chance to pause and sink
below the immediacy of the in-
stant. The power of knives ap-
peared to draw the poet to seek out
death shows, beginning with a
slaughterhouse hung with stunned
but living beasts, hamstrung,
hoisted, head down the throats are
slit, the blood runs to drains in the
floor, along the assembly line they
gutted and barrels fill with organs,
the skinner, and suddenly they are
meat and leather, as if they had
never been anything more. Mr.
Kinsella then asked if it was right
to do this, and immediately an-
swered his question, explaining,
not condemning, that it was to
kiow what kind of things we are. I
was stunned by.this candor after
being made to cringe in the
slaughterhouse. But this move was
justified as the death shows
became estranged from human
experience. One lizard eating
another was fearful, but my fear
came more from the intense
vividness of the verse than the
event itself. When the death show
reached an aquarium where
sharks and morays preyed on little
fish the horror vanished .and the
tenuous boarder between life and
death fell leaving a realization that
the two are so tied as to be integral
parts of one process.
With this realization he left the
realms of the psyche and wrote
about a visit to a hospital with his
wife to see his daughter. She was
recovering from an operation and
still hi pain under the anesthetic. In
the room too was an old woman
dying. The girl's pain, his wife's
pain at the sight, and the old
woman's pain seemed to be three
points, " . . . along the human or-
deal," with the fear of old age
being, ". . . the carrier of all our
harm.
Mr. Kinsella was an excellent
poet who read well, and was ob-
viously at once familiar with the
professional side of poetry and
deeply involved with an ongoing
creative urge. He left (deserted)
the Bagget Street intellectual
idealism, but could not stop looking
back. Fortunately in the backward
introspection the poetry was not
lost, and the forms he was sup-
posedly only paying deference to
were explored and developed. His
poetry was enlightening, but not
uplifting, resigned but not fearful,
a stoic, (without the emotionless
connotations) acceptance of the
nature of man as he knows us. I
found the argument convincing.
Student Dance
sponsored by MHBOG and the
Trinity Dance Program
Tuesday, April 29-
"Choreolympics"-a dance-game,
choreographed and refereed by
Stephanie Woodard and Wendy
Perron. Admission 50*. 7:30 P.M.
in the Washington Room.
Thursday, May l-"Improvisation
in Five"-dance and poetry. Free
admission. 7:30 P.M. in Hamlin
Hall.
Monday, May 5-"10 in Seabury 9"-
a collaboration by ten students.
Free admission. 10:00 P.M. in
Seabury 9.
Tuesday, May 6-"Sea Bass"-a
piece for dancers and bass by
Frederick Graves. Free ad-
mission. 10:00P.M. in Life Science
lobbv. audience seating outside.
(Photo by Margie Johnson)
Improvisation in Five, an iraprovisational performance
with two dancers, two poets and a musician will be presented
on May l in Hamlin Hall at 7:30. Participating in the per-
formance will be Judy Dworin, Linda Fader, Betsy Breglio,
George Roberts, and Mark Miklavcic. Discussion will follow
the performance. No admission will be charged. A poetry
reading will take place after the improvisation event at 8:30 in
Wean Lounge.
Nicky's Pizza House
168 Hillside Avenue
on the Corner of Bonner and Hillside
Hot Oven Grinders - Delicious Pizzas I
Call before you leave home I
and your order will be ready. 2
We deliver - Any orders I
over »8.00 FREE DELIVERY!
jfiwy 4 Pizzas - Oet the 5th
Open 11-11 Weekdays. 11-12 Weekends 11-10 Sundays
5224)422
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Sluggers and Bullies Guzzle to Tie
by Nicholas
Last Saturday afternoon,
members of the Trinity Theatre
Arts department held their first
annual softball game on the South
Campus Quad.
The action was alternately fast-
paced and hideously groggy, but by
the time the smoke had cleared,
the technicians (Woolley's Bullies)
and the actors (Stanislaviski
Sluggers) had sloshed their way to
a 17-17 tie.
The afternoon began with the
establishment of a large keg of
beer on the wall of the Life Science
Center, around which were placed
assorted containers of softer
beverages for people like Tucker
Ewing, the albatross about the
neck of the actors. Though Ms.
Ewing, or Alpharetta as she has
been known by the Fabulous
Stanislavski Cheerleaders (an
Equity group of enthusiasm and
notoriety), had her moments at bat
for the ailing actors, the afternoon
proved to have taken its toll by the
fourteenth inning. She was last
seen flirting with several Techies
and talking about such things as
Captain Marvel, French postcards
and other such nonsense.
Roger Shoemaker, instructor in
theatre arts was definitely the
powerhouse of the Sluggers' en-
semble, His magnificent direction
provided the team with a creative,
new approach to playing the
outfield (in repertory) and con-
sidering the talent he had to work
with, he did a splendid job.
For the Bullies, the fearless
leader came in the form of one
John Woolley, technical director
and administrator of the Austin
Arts Center. Sporting a fashionable
black T-shirt with silver lettering,
Woolley, or The Man, as his
teammates were seen to refer to
him, became, by the end of the
game, the team's spiritual as well
as physical guru.
This was best exemplified by the
event of inning zillion at which
point The Man called another in a
series of endless huddles on the
concave mound. A few words were
exchanged, a few glasses raised
high, when suddenly the entire
squad of techies tore off in a mob
toward one Susan Egbert, Though
their pace slowed as they ap-
proached the trembling Egbert
their determination did not,
Moments later, their mission
accomplished, they left the beer-
soaked Egbert in a puddle oi
frustration and returned to the
field.
Shoemaker and Woolley also had
a little get-together in which they
enacted Annette Funicello's piece
of choreography entitled "Rolling
About on the Ground Whilst Being
Covered in a Cloak of Budweiser".
This piece was complicated by
their use of numerous walk-ons,
but as one spectator commented,
"Dahling, the lazzo vaz maah-
vaUus!"
Costumes were competitive on
that sunny afternoon but the critics
came up with a winner at press
Teams exchange views on controversial ruling.
Photo by Al Moore
Coach Woolley loses sight of players as Ump Nichols loses
sight of field.
Restaurant Review
time. The envelope contained the
name of none other than Jan
Whitemore Fox. The winning
costume's description goes beyond
the bounds of this dog's ability to
articulate, yet the presence of the
yellow hardhat beneath the purple
plumage and other wastebasket
. decorations will surely be
remembered by all in attendance.
Other costumes included the
Techie hardhats, the Stanislavski
printed T-shirts and pom-poms,
Steve Triggs' sunglasses, and the
beautiful pink bonnet flown in from
France by Coco Chanel specially
for Amanda Shoemaker. Miss
Shoemaker declined comment on
her wardrobe at press time, un-
doubtably due to her admirable
modesty on matters of fashion.
Umpire George F. Nichols III,
Professor of Theatre arts and
chairman of the department,
called a relaxed game at times yet
was firm and unswerving when it
came to those tough decisions
which all umps face at least once in
their careers. Nichols began the-
game behind the plate, ferociously
calling balls and strikes. By the
second inning, he had decided that
the better position was behind the
mound. However, it was concluded
at the outset of the third inning that
the best vantage point was to be
found on the sidelines from which
point the refreshments could be
periodically monitored and
sampled for freshness and color.
At one point during the
proceedings, a crisis was declared
in a joint resolution by both teams.
The beer had run out. Never to be
one to let a good game die, Nichols
went charging off in pursuit of a
refill. As he returned trium-
phantly, a bilateral time-out went
into effect as his car was mobbed
by appreciative players.
The Star Fielder Award was
given to Mitch Karlan in
recognition of the fact that he
accomplished the impossible by
successfully making the ap-
propriate play on more than one
occasion.
The Plaque of Incoherency was
presented posthumously to Beth
Page for valor in the face of non-
sense. Miss Page was unable to
approach the plate without
assistance.
The innings went on and on and
the action began to teeter a bit
before refreshments arrived late in
Photo by AI Moore
the game to replace the depleted
keg. Yet things soon perked up
swiftly (albeit a bit groggily) and
bats and balls began flying again.
By the time the last inning was
declared in progress (out of
necessity—no one could keep track
of the number) the action
resembled that of a straight-
forward softball game with both
teams endeavouring to hold on to
the tie they had achieved at that
point.
Both sides failed to score in that
last inning and thus the game
ended in a 17-17 tie, much to the joy
of both teams involved.
Ms. Ewing, (remember her1!),
when asked her opinion of the
game at one point cheerfully
replied, "You can eat it."
Other comments included
suggestions for better conditions
for next year's game (a keg at
every base, brass bands, and
television coverage) as well
various slanderous remarks
directed toward the opposing team
and aluminum bats.
Casualties included virtually all
participants but a more serious
injury was suffered by this dog
when he accideritly drooled on the
carriage of this typewriter and
shocked his paw.
Robert Paskowitz, alto
saxophone and Rochelle
Homelson, piano playing works
by Bach, Handel, Ravel,
Debussy, Mussourgsky, Rach-
maninoff, and Bozza. Tuesday,
April 29, 10 p.m. in Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center. All
welcome, free admission.
The Dining Out Duo Dines at Dunfey's
STUDENT
REPERTORY
SCHEDULE
Thursday: 8:15 P.M.
The Prophets
Numina
Friday: 8:15 P.M.
The Dumb Waiter
Confession Of A
Female Disorder
Saturday; 8:15 P J ,
The Indian Wants The Bronx
Confessions Of A
Female Disorder
by the Dining Out Duo
For our last restaurant review
this year, we visited the cherished
Irish tradition of Dunfey's Tavern,
located in the Sheraton-Tobacco
Valley Motor Inn on 1-91 north in
Windsor. This restaurant; is in a
large room and attempts to
recreate old-New England cuisine,
We sat on the edge of this room
anticipating a delightful evening
and a gourmet feast.
We were first served a plate of
cheddar cheese with old fashioned
crackers. This seemed an original
idea and the Tavern cheese spread
was quite tasty. Our appetizers
were the Dublin Bay prawns
($1.95) and Irish seafood cocktail
($1,25). The prawns were tiny
shrimp served in a hot red sauce
and were disappointing for the
NTl at TrinMonday
The National Theatre Institute
Bus Company, located at the
O'Neill Theatre Center, will
present two one-act productions in
the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center at 8:15 p.m. on Mon-
day, May 5.
A story-theatre version of
"Dracula'? and "Gimpel the Fool",
a musical adaptation of the short
story by Isaac Bashevis Singer,
will be featured.
"Dracula" is Kenneth Cavan-
der's adaptation of the Bram
Stoker classic. "Gimpel the Fool"
was written and is directed by
Larry Arrick, Director of the In-
stitute, and the music was written
by Barbara Damashek, also a
faculty member at the Institute.
The 29-member group of
students from colleges throughout
the United States, including Trinity
give .their final performance on
May 5. The Trinity members in-
clude Tim Warren, Robert
Rovezzi, Richard Secunda, and
Trinity graduate Anne Scurria.
The 15-day tour of New England
started on April 21 and includes
workshops, as well as per-
formances.
For ticket information call the
Austin Arts Center at Trinity,
extension 250.
price,However, the Irish seafood
Cocktail consisted of chunks of
white fish served in a thousand
island sauce and was a good
beginning. However, we would
recommend taking advantage of
Dunfey's appetizer cart with
selections of shrimp and oysters on
the half'shell. "
While we waited fo£: our main
course we were served "Drummer
Girl Hors D'oeuvres" which were
perhaps the highlight of the meal.
A "drummer girl" brought us
deviled eggs, honey bread, and an
excellent corn bread. All were
delicious. The salad, which was
prepared at the table, had large
chunks of lettuce, carrots,
tomatoes, cucumbers and
radishes. Their house dressing was
the best we've had anywhere.
For the main course we tried
charcoal broiled filet mignon, "a
cut of steer tenderloin broiled
wrapped in bacon, served with
wine and mushroom sauce" ($8.75)
and a boiled one-pound native
lobster which was that evening's
special for $5.95. The filet was
overcooked and the sauce did not
disguise the poor quality of the
meat which was tough and stringy.
The lobster, however, was served
on seaweed, and for the price was
an.excellent choice. With the steak
came a stuffed'tomato and rice
pilaf, both of which were good, and
a baked potato was served with
the lobster (all included within the
price).
We finished our meal with a rich
German chocolate cake ($1.35)
served from the dessert cart and
Dunfey's Spanish coffee ($1.75).
The cake was moist and en-
chanting and the coffee, which was
prepared at the table, consisted of
a sugar rimmed glass, kaluha,
flaming ' brandy, coffee and
whipped crea>*.
Dunfey 's has made a great effort
to recreate the unique charm and
hospitality of old colonial taverns.
Yet, as a finish to a season oi
dining we were slightly disap-
pointed considering Dunfey's high
reputation; perhaps it was just an
off night. To you, our readers, we
wish the best in your search for
dining pleasure in the years to
come.
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Announcements
Foreign
Study Fee
Trinity College students who will
study outside the United States
through an Academic Leave of
Absence will henceforth be
charged an administrative fee of
$10 per term or $15 per year, This
will be effective with the Christ-
mas Term 1975, and bills will be
sent out by the Trinity College
Business Office in the near future.
The purpose of this new fee is to
provide a fund to pay for postage
for the mailings you'll get while
abroad: 1) Tripods, 2) Registration
and Housing information, 3)
Courses of Instruction booklets
(April) and Supplements to
Courses of Instruction. Since all
these materials must be sent first
class, airmail, considerable ex-
pense is involved. It is also planned
to send to your home early in
September the Catalogue and
Handbook for the year you'll be
away.
No other charges are made by
Trinity College in most instances
when a Trinity student is studying
abroad in another institution or
through another institution's
program.
Please see Dean Winslow if you
have questions.
Drought Relief
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(T.C.B.) will sponsor a benefit
concert for the Samali Drought
Relief on Saturday, May 2 at 1:00
p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
From 2-4 p.m., there will be a
jazz concert on the Quad featuring
both William Gualt and the Voices
of Revelation and Billy Skinner.
During that time, poetry will be
recited by Dward Wayne Phillip
and Elizabeth Grier.
Smith said that donations would
be appreciated. During the day,
various booths in different
locations of the campus will be set
up to accept donations for the
drought-stricken country.
"It is T.C.B.'s hope that the
entire college community and
indeed, the Hartford area will
make this a very worthwhile
event," Smith said.
Exchange
Chaplain
The Chaplain has been asked to
announce that The Reverend
Thomas Devonshire Jones, last
year's Exchange Chaplain, is
leaving the Portsmouth
Polytechnic and will become the
Vicar of St. Saviour's, Folkstone,
Kent, England. He will be in-
stituted at 6:00 p.m. on Saturday,
June 21st, by the Bishop of the
Diocese, the Archbishop of Can-
terbury. He has askedjhat anyone
who might be in England at that
time be invited to that event.
Kite Day
Come help darken the skies over
Bushnell Park. Bring your kite on
Saturday, May 3rd from 11:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. Kite Day!
Announcements
The Tripod requests that all
announcements and lectures be
typed before they are submitted.
We cannot always guarantee that
we will have time to type hand-
written announcements.
The deadline for announcements
is 11 p.m. Saturday.
Hamlin
Coffeehouse
Hamlin Hall Coffee House #2.
John Roberts & Tony Barrand.
English Folk Musicians. Free
Admission, Fine beer. This
Wednesday, 9 p.m.
Goodwin Theatre in the Austin Arts
Center.
The productions are: The Indian
Wants The Bronx by Horovitz, The
Prophets by Mrozek, Confessions
of a Female Disorder, an un-
published play by Susan Miller,
The Dumb Waiter by Pinter, and
an original ritual theatre piece
with music, conceived and con-
structed by the director.
The repertoire of plays
represents a wide variety of
directions in contemporary
theatre. The Indian Wants The
Bronx and The Dumb Waiter are
both intense small cast studies of
boredom and violence. The
Prophets is a political farce which
depicts the end of the world by
overcrowding and the failure of
society's institutions. Confessions
of a Female Disorder is a sensitive
treatment of a young woman's
struggle to find her place in society
as a complete sexual and social
entity. The Ritual piece endeavors
to show theatre as it was in its
distant origins-partly improvised,
danced and sung; a rite of passage.
The order of the shows is to be
determined after the previews. For
further information on each night's
offering, call 527-8062.
Summer
Job Bnfo
Scientific and Professional
Enterprises will make available on
request an information sheet of
summer jobs searching. This is
absolutely free, and all that is
necessary is that the student
request this from them and enclose
a stamped self addressed en-
velope. Write to: Scientific and
Professional Enterprises, College
Division, 2237 El Camino Real,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306.
World
Drama Nights Univfersity?
The Theatre Arts Program at
Trinity College is presenting a
repertoire of plays totally directed,
designed and produced by students
on May 1,2and3 at 8:15 p.m. in the
^ Penguins
1 at your campus
I bookstore
A draft proposal for a con-
sortium approach to a World
University has been submitted to
various colleges and universities
by the Association for World
Education and the Committee for
The Promotion of An International
University in America, Inc. The
World University will be system of
schools and organizations
throughout the world which would
be connected by a common
resource center and data bank.
The World University would
permit students to use any of the
facilities within the consortium for
a fee which would be set to a
student's financial need and extent
of use. Through the proposed
consortium students would be
provided with a variety of courses,
independent study programs,
travel-study programs, and cross-
cultural experiences. The students
who are now involved in this un-
dertaking are concerned with the
limited student input into the
project. For this reason we have
compiled this questionnaire.
Please help us to get a better
sampling of student opinions by
answering this questionnaire and
returning your responses to:
Consortium, Association for World
Education, 3 Harbor Hill Dr.,
Huntington, N.Y.
1) Would you participate in a
world-wide consortium of colleges
and universities?
2) How would a consortium of
this type benefit you in your per-
sonal life and in your academic
studies?
3) What tuition and fees would
you consider reasonable for an
international consortium?
4) What kinds of programs and
experiences would you like to see
in a "world" university?
5) What advantages or disad-
vantages would there be in a world
university which has an in-
ternational staff and student body.
Exhibit
Your Crafts
On Sunday, June 15th, 1975,
artists and craftspeople will be
selling their handcrafted items and
art at the Mammoth Mart Shop-
ping Center in Bristol on Route 6
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. It is a very
busy corner. (This is not a tag
sale.)
The entry fee is $8.00. There will
be no commission collected.
Exhibit space will be 15 feet per
exhibitor, If you need more space,
it can be arranged. Each exhibitor
must bring own tables, chairs, and
display boards.
Publicity of the Fair will reach
every person possible by poster,
newspaper, radio, and television in
Bristol and the surrounding towns.
If you wish to enter, send your
name and address, phone number,
and the medium you work in, to
Pamela Older, 575 Mountain Rd.,
West Hartford, Ct. 06117. A con-
firmation letter and detailed map
will be sent to you upon receipt of
your check and entry form. (Late
entry fee on the day of the Fair will
be $10.00)
In case of rain, the Fair will be
held the following Sunday, the
22nd.
MEN'S LIBERATION: A New Definition of Masculinity.
Jack Nichols. This pioneering book shows how men's
liberation can enrich the lives of both sexes, $2.5CT
PLEASURE: A Creative Approach to Life. Alexander
Lowen, M.D, Bioenergetic exercises that help the body
regain its natural freedom and spontaneity, and/release '
not only pleasure but also joyous creativity, $1.-95
DIVORCED IN AMERICA: Marriage ijn an Age of
Possibility. Joseph 'Epstein, A firsthand report on
divorce in America today. "Refreshingly thoughtful,
exceedingly literate, personally insightful"—
Newsweek. $1,95
THE AXIS OF EROS. Walter M. Spink. A montage of
works of art—captioned by poems, hymns, aphorisms,
and quotations—showing how sexual imagery reveals'
a basic difference between the cultures of the East
and the West. $3.95
THE MIND POSSESSED: A Physiology of Possession,
Mysticism and Faith Healing. William Sargant. A
surprising look at the methods that witch doctors,
Voodoo priests, Sout-hern revivalists, and others use to
sway the mind. $2.50
SEASON ON THE PLAIN. Franklin Russell. This unique v
book re-creates a season in the lives of the animals and
plants of the African plain. "Sings, roars, buzzes and
puises with the primeval rhythms of life and death"—
New York Times Book Review. $2.95
THINK METRIC NOW! Paul J. Hartsuch, Ph.D. This
guide is designed to make the forthcoming transition to
the metric system easy and painless. $1.25
These and many other exciting new
Penguins are al good campus bookstores.
Stop in to see them today.
\ ,
•417 M
Brifain Av«,
HARTFORD
TOM RE I LEY'S
NEAR
HILLSIDE AVE
i* TRINITY
THE "VINTAGE WINE CLUB
European
Summer Jobs
Paying summer jobs in Europe
are still available to college
students through the Student
Overseas Services (SOS). SOS
arranges jobs for students in
resorts, hotels, restaurants, offices
and factories throughout Europe.
Temporary positions include
general helper, buffet server,
receptionist, kitchen helper,
waiter, waitress, bakery worker,
groundskeeper, and clerk-typist.
Wages range from $250 and up plus
room and board is arranged and
provided free with most jobs.
Volunteer work in summer camps
and on community projects in
France, Germany and other
countries is also available.
The only requirements are
willingness to work, an open mind
and adaptability. Applications
may be obtained by writing to
Summer Jobs, SOS, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg, Europe.
Requests for application and latest
available jobs must include name,
address, and$l or the equivalent in
stamps or international postal
coupons, to cover the cost of
overseas postage. Applications are
handled on a first come, first
served basis. Allow 2-4 weeks for
processing.
Student job cards for Europe,
valid for one year, are also issued
to students who do not have
definite plans for this coming
summer but who may want to work
in Europe later inthe year or next
summer.
Art Exhibition
A unique selection of old master,
modern master and contemporary
prints will be on view for one day,
Tuesday, April 29, from 1 to 5 p.m.
inthe Austin Arts Center at Trinity
College. The public is invited.
The exhibition, which is
presented by the Lakeside Studio
of Lakeside, Michigan, will give
local collectors an opportunity to
view over 1,000 original prints
containing works by Durer, Callot,
Piranesi, Blake, Rousault, Villon>
Whistler, Antreasian, Tobey,
Peterdi, Hayter, Richard Hunt and
many others.
Also in the collection will be a
number of Japanese woodcuts
from the Ukiyo-e School along with
numerous wood engravings by
Henry Wolf. Area artists to be
represented are Abies, Baskin,
Bumbeck, Cale, Hatcher and Van
Vliet.
All works displayed are for sale
and range in price from $5.0fl[to
$5,000 with a total value of $100,000.
John Wilson, Director of tne
Lakeside Studio, will accompany
the collection and answer
historical and technical questions.
Pro-Registration
Pre-Registration will be Thur-
sday, May 1 and Friday, May.2 in
the Washington Room, Mather
Campus Center.
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)
297 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE,
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
DELICIOUS PIZZAS & HOT OVEN GRINDERS
ROAST BEEF GRINDERS
CAU WHEN YOU LEAVE
AND YOUR PIZZA WILL BE READY
WHEN YOU ARRIVE
Phone 247-0234
p.m.
Or
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More Announcements
Visiting
Photographer
Siegfried Halus, an instructor of
Photography at UConn, will be
conducting a workshop in
photography tonight, April 29 at 8
p.m. in Wean Lounge. All in-
terested student photographers are
invited to come and are urged to
bring with them any prints which
they would like to discuss with Mr.
Halus and oher interested
students. It may be the last time
this year for any of us to get
together and see each other's
work, so please try and make it!
Ryan: Geometry
of Football?
Frank Ryan, mathematician and
former quarterback for the
Cleveland Browns and Washington
Redskins, will give a free public
lecture at 8 p.m. Thursday
evening, May 1 in the Gengras
Student Union, University of
Hartford, His talk, entitled "How
to Pack the Stadium," will focus on
personal reminiscences during his
extensive career as a gridiron
player.
Prior to his public talk May 1,
Ryan will lecture at 1 p.m. in Dana
Hall, UHart science and
engineering center. His topic,
under auspices of the UofH
Mathematics Club, will be formal
geometry. At 4 p.m. in Dana Hall,
he will discuss computer use in
Congress in respect to House in-
formation systems.
At 10 a.m. May 2, Ryan will
spedk in Auerbach Auditorium. His
News notes
Orsl Given
Scholarship
Trinity College senior Robert A.
Orsi has won a Danforth
Fellowship for advanced study for
the Ph.D, Orsi, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mario Orsi, 3435 Olinville
Avenue, the Bronx, New York, is a
religion major.
The fellowship provides tuition
and living expenses for up to four
years of study in preparation for a
career of college teaching.
Orsi plans to use the Danforth
Fellowship after he finishes
studying in Europe for a year
under a Thomas J. Watson
Fellowship grant of $7,000. During
his year of study, he plans to stay
in a number of monasteries and to
study modern monastic spiritual
discipline.
Earth Day
Eight Trinity students and two
faculty members worked with
Buildings and Grounds crewmen
planting shrubs on campus April
24, in observance of Earth Week.
During the afternoon each student
planted one burning bush variety
by the all-weather tennis courts,
helped to repair the hedge on the
north side of the Quad, and tran-
splanted shrubs by Hamlin Hall.
The Committee on the En-
vironment and Energy (CEE)
sponsored the project, the third
commemoration of its kind at
Trinity, with Thomas Lips,
Assistant to the President and a
member of CEE, organizing the
students. Buildings and Grounds
supplied the equipment and the
shrubbery.
More Sports
Laxmen Have Good Week
(continued from page 16)
of four, and Steve Feid gave an
assist to Cleary to tie it up. Cleary
fed Mooney, who flipped one in a
wide-open net, and things started
to look pretty good for the Ban-
tams. Bensley grabbed a shot
behind the net, and snuck the ball
past netminder Jeff Singer. The
Engineers took a look at the
blueprints, and Bob Laurenson
slide-ruled an unassisted shot past
Jeff Ford to make it 5-4. With half a
minute left in the second period,
Mooney scored again, giving the
Bants a tenuous lead at the half.
M.I.T. came out strong in the
third, as Renshaw rolled one in
from way outside, and then
Laurenson hit again to regain the
equilibrium, 6-6. The man-down
team was doing their stuff again,
as Mike Leverone ran in when the
penalty expired and dealt a ball-
toting Engineer a blow which sent
him back to the drawing board, as
well as producing intoxicated
cheers from the Spring Weekend
crowd. Bob Connor took advantage
of the momentary confusion,
however, and M.I.T. regained the
M N o t f o r l o n g l t h o u8«. as Chris
Max scored once on a pass from
Cleary, and then took a face-off
and-ran in all alone in a fantastic
effort which put the Bantams out
ahead. The Engineers were
Playing with something ap-
proaching precision, and they
came back to even it up once more.
The fourth period opened with an 8-
8 score, but Laurenson and
teammate Schwartz both came up
with single-handed scores to make
it 10-8 with less than seven minutes
remaining. Max closed the gap to
one goal by scoring unassisted at
9:14. Now it was just a matter of
time, and M.I.T. did their best to
run it out. Trin came up with
several chances, with Dave Lewis
finding the post on one shot. The
Engineers managed to thwart all
efforts, though, and the game
ended, Trinity losing by the score
of 10-9.
The team plays U.R.I, on
Monday, and travels to Union on
Wednesday, and will host Southern
Connecticut on Saturday.
DID YOU KNOW?
A YEAR or a SEMESTER abroad
may be cheaper than a
YEAR or SEMESTER in the States.
Why not live, study and learn in EUROPE I
ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
221 East50thStreet NewYork,NY 10022
QUALITY - SERVICE. • LOW PRICES
HARTFORD
OPTIMA 19°
100 JEFFERSON ST.
(Opposite Medical Bldg.)
J. L, SCHMIDT JR. 522-6769
HILTON HOTEL
BARBER SHOP
Paul Blab &
Mr.Vasilios
Hair Stylists to Men
and Ms. Esther
manicurist & stylist
Modern Barber Shop
•or Modern Men
F4 $«nrict la ter Si**
Dn' i ft* Wjfetg
247-1384 249-5*1!
Csw. f«d & P«rl Si.
CiNEMAl
1-84 EXIT58-SILVER LANE-ROBERTS ST.
. EAST HARTFORD • 24HR. TEL. INFO. 568-M1p
FREE LIGHTED PARKING' ^  Honor MASTER CHARGE
TOMMY • , „
Cent. »» '!«»' * ' * ' j ! i 0 > 7 ! " '
*:50
INFERNO
JsJO, 5:00, 1:30
FUNNY I.A0Y
J:00, 5:00, *:00
WITCH MOUNTAIN
Co«t. * t 1:10, J:»0< 5:30, 7:10,
?:30
F R I D A Y T H R O U G H
TUESDAY
TOMMY
FrlSat-Swn Cont 1:00,3:05,5:10,
7:15, »:«
Mon-ToM, '
Note: Special Latt Shaw Friday
and Saturday 12:00
PETER PROUD
Frl-Sat-Sun Coot. 1:15, 3:23,
S:I0,7;«, 10:10
Msn-Tues, 7:40, 10:00
Not*: Special Late Show Friday
and Saturday 12:19
FUNNY LADY
.Fri-Sat-Sun, 1:30, 4:15, 7:10,
10:00
Mon-Tues 8:00
WITCH MOUNTAIN
Frl-Sat-Sun, 1:30, 5:30, 5:30,
7:30, 9:30
Morl-Tues 7:10, 9:30
talk will focus on the conveyance of
information to Congressional
decision-makers. At 2 p.m. in Dana
Hall, he will outline the geometric
function theory (Riemann sur-
faces) for mathematics en-
thusiasts.
Athlete, professor and govern-
ment official, Ryan has- served
since 1971 as director of the House
Information Systems staff,
Committee on House Ad-
ministration, U.S. House of
Representatives in Washington,
D.C.
Pedemonti
Promoted
Robert A. Pedemonti, Comp-
troller and Budget Director at
Trinity College since July 1, 1974
has been promoted to Treasurer.
He will retain his title of Comp-
troller,
Pedemonti was graduated Phi
Beta Kappa from Trinity in 1960
and was awarded an M. A. from the
College in 1971,
A former finance director for the
town of North Haven, and town
treasurer of Enfield, he also spent
five years with the General
Electric Company in Pittsfield,
Mass., in various financial ad-
ministrative posts.
Economics
Majors
The faculty of the Department of
Economics will meet with majors
and prospective majors on
Tuesday 29 April at 7:15 p.m. in
Life Sciences Auditorium, to
discuss course offerings for the
next academic year and pre-
registration procedures,
24-Hour Relay
The third annual Trinity College
24-Hour Relay Marathon will be
held Thursday and Friday, May
8th and 9th. Running time will be
6:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. The
Marathon will be run on the 440-
track of Jessee Field. We hope to
have one faculty team and at least
one student team. One team
consists of a maximum of 10
people. Each person runs one mile
at a time. The relay covers a 24-
hour period. If you are interested
in running, or would like more
information, contact Ralph Walde
at ext. 349 or 522-3586 (home), or
Ruth Veal at ext. 322 or 524-0892
(room). Volunteers are also
needed to record the mileage. One
non-competitor must be on hand at
all times.
Classifieds
Missing Puppy
6 month temale
beagle puppy, mostly black, brown
leather collar, Answers to Tasha.
If found please return to Megan
Ryan, Jones 215 (246-7197).
Richard Barnet, co-author of
Global Reach, a book on multi-
national corporations, will be
speaker at an economic conference
to be held Saturday, May 3rd, 1
p.m. at Cheney Auditorium,
Hartford College for Women.
During the Kennedy Ad-
ministration, Barnet was an of-
ficial of the State-Department and
the Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency. In 1963, he helped
Lecture
Barnet to Speak
found the Institute for Policy
Studies, an independent center
devoted to research of public
policy questions and has been its
co-director ever since.
The conference is co-sponsored
by- the Caucus of Connecticut
Democrats and the Young
Democrats of Trinity College.
There will be a luncheon at noon
proceeding the speech. Both events
are open to the public.
••M
If you are upwardly mobile, Clapp & Treat can help you make
it to the top with Central Connecticut's widest selection of
field-tested, dependable, quality equipment. They have a
staff that's been there and back .. . people who know what it
takes. That's why Clapp & Treat is one of the Northeast's
leading climbing, canoeing and Whitewater outfitters. Serious
equipment for people who are serious about what they're
doing.
Q Climbing
Chouinard
Goldline •
• Mammut • Salewa
Edelrid • Forrest
Eiger • SMC
Jan
• Wilderness Camping
Sierra Designs »,The North Face • Camp 7 • Kelty
Gerry • Hine Snowbridge • Kirtlanu Tour Pak
Sport • Sherpa • Eiger • Blacks • White Stag •
Eureka • Vasque • Fabiano • Rich-Moor • Wilson
Mountain House • Tubbs
• Canoeing & Whitewater
Hyperform • Grumman » Phoenix • Kober • Ftohmer •
Old Town • Prijon • Schafer • Stowe • Sea Suits
to SptirtGnien since 1887
672 Farmington Avenue, West Hartford, CT 06119 Tel. 203-236-0878
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Baseball .500 After 8 Games
Since no varsity baseball games
have been written up to this point,
we'll attempt, in one article, to
relate the events which have
brought the Bants to their present
4-4 record.
After ironing out some pre-
season jitters against top com-
petition during their 8-game
Florida excursion, the suntanned
troops returned north ready to play
ball. This first contest provided a
prime test, for it was against a
strong Amherst nine, a team
Trinity defeated in the past seven
years. In the wintry weather, the
expected pitching duel between
Trin's Mike Getz and Amherst's
Paul Vater turned into a marathon
slugfest by the end of the day with
a total of 8 pitchers being used. The
fireworks began when Amherst
captain Mark Wordbrey, who
ended up with four hits, cracked a
long two run homer in the bottom
of the first inning giving the Lord
Jeffs a 2-0 lead. They added
another in the second making it 3-0.
From this point until the 9th inning,
both teams scored scattered runs
with Amherst'ieacung 10-6. Trinity,
with backs to the wall, scored 6
runs in the inning to take a 12-10
lead, the big blow being a long 3
run double by Soph Bob O'Leary.
The game was far from over
however as Amherst knotted the
score 12-12 in the bottom of the
inning. Dave Kuncio belted a triple
off the fence, driving in one run and
However, in the third inning the
Bantams exploded for four runs on
the strength of Jim Balesano's
bases clearing souble, putting the
visitors ahead 4-3. The lead was
very short lived as Amherst came
back with three more runs in the
bottom of the inning making it 6-4.
scoring on a wild throw to third,
which was enough as Amherst
came back with only one in the
bottom of the frame. Dave Kuncio,
the winning pitcher, led the
sluggers with 3 hits while
Balesano, O'Leary and Steve
Thoren added 2 apiece.
The Bants then played Williams
Laxmen Victorious
by Landers and Childers ,
The varsity lacrosse team hit the
comeback trail last week, gar-
nering their first and second
victories and losing one-goal game.
The Fairfield Stags were the first
to fall, by the more than decisive
score of 16-3. With Ted Judson in
goal for the sidelined Jeff Ford, the
Bantams began their domination
with an unassisted goal by mid-
fielder Rich Tucci with only 1:12
elapsed in the game. Ed (Wee-
wee) Walsh retaliated for the Stags
shortly thereafter, but this was to
be as close to the lead as Fairfield
could manage for the remainder of
the afternoon. Trins next tally
came from Sean O'Malley, who
was replacing the injured Chris
'Max on the first midfield as well as
retaining a spot on the second
middies. O'Malley took a feed from
co-captain Dave Lewis for an easy
goal at 6:53. Mark Cleary created
one of the many man-down
situations which the Bants were to
face, as he was accused of un-
necessary roughness against the
Fairfield goalie. The penalty was
successfully killed, and Cleary
came back to assault the un-
fortunate Joe Runac again, this
time with a shot which produced a
3-1 lead at 10:24.
Coach McPhee began to alter-
nate nudfields right and left, as
well as sending in back-up at-
tackmen Mark Farber and Mike
Moffitt from time to time. The
result was a great .diversification
of scorers, beginning with a second
period goal by freshman middle
Clay Carley on an assist from Greg
Madding. Less than a minute later,
Bob Murenia passed to Farber,
who easily made it 5-1.
Farber then decided to go it
alone, and it was 6-1 at 8:21.
Fairfield's Bob Holder lucked out
when his shot rolled off Goaltender
Judson's stick for a score, but this
encroachment was nullified as
Murenia made it 7-2 at the close of
the first half.
With Fairfield stunned and the
Bantams getting bored, the third
period started off slowly. Finally
taking advantage of a Trinity
penalty, Middie D. J. Mahaney got
the Stags' third and final goal at
8:19. Still a little sluggish, the
Bants only managed two reprisals,
by O^Malley (Cleary assist), and
Chris Mooney. Fairfield replaced
their shell-shocked goalie, but the
new man got destroyed with seven
goals in the fourth period.
The Holy Cross game proved to
be another big win for the Ban-
tams, but the 13-7 contest was by no
means as easy as the romp at
Fairfield. The entire game was
played in a pouring rain, on a field
which was about as far away from
civilization as is possible.
Nevertheless, the Bantams started
off strong. Stellar defenseman
Jerry LaPlante ran the ball out of
the Trinity end, passed to co-
captain Cleary ,and it was 1-0 with
only 21 seconds gone.
The man-down team had
maintained their fine form of the
previous outing, and killed off two
penalties as the Crusaders did
their best to get on the Scoreboard.
They finally made it, too, but were
answered by Nick Bensley, who
took a pass from Mooney and found
the goal at 8:15. Nick was just
warming Up though, as he con-
verted a Chris Max pass to make it
3-1 at 9:00. Cross struck again,
though, and the quarter ended with
neither team holding a decisive
edge. This changed rapidly,
however, as Greg Madding gave an
assist to Cleary, for one goal, and
then Max did the same for Bensley
to make it 5-2 at 4:38. Taking ad-
vantage of a man-up situation,
Dave Lewis got control on the
faceoff and scrambled in to add
one more. Holy Cross was playing
rather sloppily by this time, and
Cleary took advantage of the
Crusader goalie's absence from his
net on some unknown mission to
make it 7-2. Trin made a few
mistakes as well, resulting in a
two-man-down disadvantage
which let the Crusaders make it 7-
3. This was followed by yet another
HC goal to make it 7-4 at the half.
Holy Cross continued the
comeback into the third period,
tallying their fifth at 1:57.
Trin then stopped HC cold, as
Murenia, Tucci, and Cleary scored
for Trin in the third.
The trio of Mooney, Bensley, and
Cleary provided the rest of the
action, each scoring once in the
final quarter, while the Crusaders
could only manage two goals for
the remainder of the game. Trinity
now had a 2-3 record, arid the team
was looking forward to evening it
up against M.I.T,
Unfortunately, it was not to be.
The first period saw the Bants
down 3-1, disorganization ran
rampant.
No one on the team could
manage to pick up a ground ball,
nor did they improve by the game's
end. The second period was dif-
ferent. Chris Max scored his first
at home. Behind 4-3 in the 4th,
captain Dave Kuncio clubbed a
gradnslam homerun putting
Trinity ahead 7-4. Steve Carlow
relieved Jim Balesano in the 5th
inning and picked up the win,
allowing one more run on the way
to a 12-5 win.
The third game, at Coast Guard,
marked the first Trinity loss of the
year, 6-3, as Sandy Ogg of the
Bears hurled a 4-hitter. Mike Getz'
pitching kept Trinity ahead
through four innings, 1-0, but his
control went in the fifth, and the
Coasties scored 3 runs, never
falling behind again.
The next day the team traveled
to WPI. Trinity took a quick 2-0
victory in the wind and chill. Steve
Carlow, a surprise starter, pitched
a two-hitter with strong fielding
support. Balesano hit a solo homer
in the 5th while Kuncio had two
doubles and scored a run. Trin's
record now stood at 3-1.
Two games scheduled against
Coast Guard at home were rained
out and probably won't be made
up.
The fifth game of the season,
against UHart, was a heart-
breaker. Trinity led the whole way
only to lose 6-5 in the ninth. Mike
Getz hit a 3-run homer in the first
inning to put the Bants ahead 3-1.
The Hilltoppers added another run
in the 3rd to lead 2-1, and there it
stood until the 7th inning, when
Steve Carlow, who had started, got
into trouble and Trin's defense fell
apart. Dave Kuncio came into
relieve, but Hart tied it at 4-all. In
the ninth, the Hawks scored twice,
the last coming on a suicide
squeeze. The Bants tried
desperately to salvage the game,
but fell short by a run, leaving
Junior Laxmen 1-3
(continued on page 15)
After a 5-4 victory over UConn's
J.V.'s, Trinity's J.V. lacrosse team
has fallen in its last two games
against Taft and Choate by scores
of 12-8 and 8-4 respectively. The
Bantams' record now stands at one
win and three losses.
Trinity dominated the UConn
contest more than the final score
indicates, but their inability to put
shots in the net made for a close
outcome. UConn scored in the
opening minutes of the game, but
Trinity came back on goals by Pete
Milliken and Joe Carroll to take a
2-1 halftime lead. Carroll tallied on
a one-handed-behind-the-back shot
that astounded everybody. Lamp
lighters by Tom Osgood (2) and
John Sendor gave Trinity the win
in the second half. Outstanding
performances were turned in by
Bantam goalie Bruce Goldberg
and his man-down defense. The
man-down squad, consisting of
Rick Meien, Bill Shoff, Karl
Herbst, Jeff Voigt, Mike Bon-
signore, and Carroll, shut out
UConn in nine power-play at-
tempts.
Except for one quarter, Trin
played Taft to a standoff. Led by
excellent defense, some sparkling
stops by Goldberg, and a beautiful
goal by Taft alumnus Dan Cote,
Trinity was tied with Taft 1-1 after
one period: However, the dam
broke in the second quarter when
the Big Red tallied five unan-
swered goals. Third period scores
by Osgood and Milliken negated
two by Taft, who held on to a 8-3
lead going into the final quarter.
Then the Bantams, led by Milliken,
caught on five.- Milliken whizzed
three straight shots by the Taft
goalie, and Cote followed with a
power play blast, putting Trin with
one at 8-7. After a score by Taft,
Trin came back as Trip Hansen
tallied with an assist from Sendor.
Unfortunately, Bantam penalties
in the final minutes led to two Taft
scores and a 12-8 Big Red win
three men on base at the end. The '
gaem was very disappointing, !
being lost on a combination of poor
fielding and inability to score
baserunners. Balesano, O'Leary, :
and Getz led the hitting attack with !
5 hits apiece as Trinity outhit '•
Hartford. !
This past Friday Trinity hosted
Bates with a lackluster per-
formance and were beaten 9-3,
Kevin Murphy started the visitors
off with a 3-run homer in the first
inning. The Trinity batsmen ac-
cumulated 12 hits but left most of
them on base. John Niekrash, who
relieved starter Getz, allowed only
one earned run in 5 innings, but
poor fielding allowed several
more. Trin's record now stood at 3-
3.
On Saturday, Trinity hosted
Tufts for a Spring Weekend
doubleheader. In the first game,
the Bants took a 4-0 lead on 6
consecutive hits in the 3rd, but
Tufts came back to lead 6-4. In the
5th, Trinity tied it up at fr-all on
Kuncio's triple. In the last inning,
Tufts took a 7-6 lead on a suicide'
squeeze, but Trin's cardiac kids
tied it on a two-out hit by Getz. In
the first extra inning, a called third
strike on Kuncio with the bases
loaded got away from the catcher,
and the deciding run scored.
Carlow, who started, pitched 6-1/3
innings and was relieved by Jim
Balesano, who picked up the win.
Mike Getz led the Bant bats with 3
hits.
Trin's bats were stifled in the
second game after Kuncio's two-
run homer, while Tufts scored 4
runs, two coming on a perfect
suicide squeeze play.
The Bants, now 4-4, will travel to
Maine for three games this
weekend, then return to host
Springfield on Monday afternoon.
Ten n is Drops Two
In the Choate contest, the
Wallingford squad blew out a flat
Bantam contingency with five first
period goals to Trinity's one.
Trinity could never get closer than
two goals after that and Choate
came away with an 84 victory.
Bantam goals were registered by
Lance Leonard, Cote (2), and
Milliken.
Bright spots for Trinity so far
this year have been the play of
Goldberg, Milliken, defenseman
John Brigham, the Sendor-
Leonard-Cote midfield, and the
man-down defense. Their main
problem, according to Coach Bill
Sferro, is that for one quarter in
just about every game, they have
fallen apart. Until they can play
consistently well for four quarters,
says Sferro, they won't be able to
dominate any games. The laxmen
continue their season against
UHart today at home.
The varsity tennis team dropped
a pair of 7-2 decisions last week
against Springfield and MIT to
bring its season mark to 3-4. The
top six players are now preparing
for the New England Cham-
pionships which will be held Friday
and Saturday at Middlebury.
Playing on fast, all weather
courts, Trinity lost to an ex-
perienced Springfield team last
Wednesday. Three of Springfield's
top four were seniors including the
twin brother act of Rick and Gary
Carpentier - one of New England^
top d&bles combos.
Captain John Lynham was
ousted by hard-serving Henry
Ludwig and Jim Soloman was
downed .by Rick Carpentier at
numbers one and two. Trinity's
southpaw senior Mark Williams
baffled Springfield's number three
with his slicing backhand, but
eventually fell 6-3, 5-7, 6-4 in a
three-set marathon.
Trinity's freshman duo of
Charlie Johnson and Andy Ver-
milye registered the Hartford
contingent's only wins with vic-
tories at numbers four and five.
Jon Porter lost 6-2, 6-4 on the sixth
court.
The doubles matches, which has
been the Bantam's heel all season,
was swept by Springfield with the
number three team of Williams
and Bill Ferguson being the only
pair to take a set. The Carpentier
brothers downed Soloman and
Lynham 6-0,6-2, while Johnson and
Vermilye lost 6-1, 6-2.
With a little help from Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young, MIT
danced to a 7-2 win over Trinity
last Saturday. It was spring
weekend at the Cambridge campus
and students rigged up an outdoor
b
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speaker system on the buildings
surrounding the tennis courts. It
was loud and Judy Blue Eyes
didn't miss a point. Although me
noise was distracting, it was the
same for both sides and Mil
fielded one of its best teams in
years - a team which had downed
powerful Williams just days
before.
John Lynham fell in three sets to
steady Jim Austin and Jim
Soloman lost to an opponent 64,6-2
who had earlier recorded wins over
the numbers one at Brown and
Williams. Mark William's steady
game pushed Neal Rockowitz to
three sets before the MIT number
three finally won.
Charlie Johnson, at number four,
fell behind 6-2, 3-1, before rallying
to a 2-6,6-4,6-2 win. Andy Vermilye
routed his counterpart 6-0, 6-1 in a
half hour demolition and Jon
Porter lost 6-2,64 at number six.
For the second time in the week,
Trinity lost all three doubles
matches.
The New Englands on Friday
and Saturday will consist of three
tournaments: A, B, and C. Num-
bers one and two play in the A
tourney; three and four in the B;
and five and six in the C. Defending
champion Harvard is favored
again this year.
The J.V. tennis team registered
a pair of 8-1 victories this week
over Springfield and MIT. Out-
standing performances were
turned in by Trinity's only bearded
player, who woke up on the bus at
MIT and forgot he had to play a
tennis match (and then went on to
win 6-0, 6-0) and Danny Whitten
who won his debut for Trinity in
three sets at number six against
MIT.
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